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ACCESSION NO. 11861

OUTSIDE NO., S-4231-61

NAME:

AGE:

Ga S. N.

66

SEX:

CONTRIBUTOR:

Female

G. J.

RACE:

Hummer~

Caucasian

M. D.

St. John 1 s Hospital
Santa MOnica, California
TISSUE FROM:

Left breast

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
-

Six days prior to admissiont September 27, 1961, the patient noted a mass
in her left breast unassociated with pain or other symptoms. Physical examination showed the presence of a small, circumscribed, firm nodule in the
upper inner quadrant of the left breast. The mass was not fixed to the overlying, skin or the underlying soft or hard tissues and there was no skin
retraction. No axillary nodes were felt. Laboratory studies showed a
hematocrit of 41 and a white blood cell count of 5,900.

SURGERY:

.

On October 2~ 1961, the mass palpated in the breast was removed in toto
together with surrounding breast tissue and fat through a radial incision.
Following study of this by frozen section, the surgeon perfo~ed a modified
simple mastectomy which included removal of the entire left breast, the
axillary tail, the axillary' lymph nodes, and the anterior sheath of the
pectoral muscles, but not the pectoral muscles themselves. The dissection
was made en bloc.

GROSS PATHOLOGY:

A. Initial biopsy: It ~1as an irregular mass of fatty breast tissue,
3 em. in greatest diameter. Sectioning disclosed a pale yellow, glistening,

somewhat friable mass, 2 em. in greatest diameter.

B. Modified simple mastectomy: This consisted of breast and related
tissue which measured 28 x 20 x 6 em. The nipple was not unusual. A recent ~
sutured surgical incision, 6 em. long, was present medial to the nipple.
Sectioning showed a surgical defect at the biopsy site bordered by hemorrhagic
tissue; there was fatty atrophic breast tissue elsewhere. Seven axillary
lymph nodes were found in the axillary fat; they were not remarkable.
FOLLOW-Uf:
The patient was last seen by both her internist and by her surgeon in
late May of 1962, at which time there was no evidence of recurrent or
metastatic malignant disease.
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CASE NO. 2
ACCESS~ION

NO. 11900

NAME,: w.
AGE: 34

w.
SEX :

CONTRIBUTOR:

Male

OUTSIDE, NO. Q-5924

RACE:

Caucasian

H. A. Ball, M. D.,

Ball-Herrick Laboratories
San Diego, California
TISSUE FBOM:

•

Left popliteal region

CLINICAL ABSTRACT :

An otherwise healthy middle-aged white male presented himself with a
pedunculated papillary lesion of the left popliteal region of many years'
duration. It had increased in size slowly. Shallow ulceration commenced
about two weeks ago.

SURGERY:

)

The lesion was removed.
in one month.

Complete healing of the surgical site occurred

GROSS PAmOLOGY :

The specimen consisted! of an ovoid plaque of skin from. which protruded a
polypoid mass, 5 em. in height and measuring 3 x 2.5 em •. in transverse
diameter. Toward the tip~ of tae polyp there was a superficially ulcerated
area, 1.5 em. in diameter. On transection of the1 polyp the cut surface varied
in. color from golden yellow to ochre brown.

FOLLOW-UP:
A month or so after removal of the lesion, the patient told the office
nurse there had been a remarkable improvement in his sex life.

)

CASE NO. 3

DECEMBER 9 ,, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12029

OUTSIDE NO. AN61-38

NAME:. J.
AGE.: 89

B.
SEX:

Female

P.ACE:

Caucasian

CONTRI13UTOR:

Maria I. Barrows, 11. D.
Notre Dame Hospital
San Francisco, california

TISSUE FROM:

Left VIII and XII cranial nerves (autopsy)

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

)

The patient, an elderly white· female, was hospitalized from June 23, 1961
to her death, December 5, 1961. Severe deafness of unknown duration, weakness,,
and agitation were the principal symptoms. Examination disclosed an enlarged
fibrillating heart; blood pressure 150/100, pulse 80, packed cell volume 47,
hemoglobin 15 gm. There were rales of the lung bases. The urine was loaded
with pus. She was up daily in a chair and ate fairly ~TelL On December 4,
she collapsed and became comatose, l>7ith no localizing signs. She died. the
next day.

GROSS AUTOPSY OBSERVATIONS:
Two sharply circumscribed tumors were present in the cranial cavity. One,
3 x 2 em., lay at the left cerebella-pontine angle, fixed to the left eighth
nerve as it entered the internal auditory meatus.. The second, 3.8 x 2.8 x 2 em.,
was fixed to the left twelfth nerve, the left vertebral artery, and the dura
at the foramen magnum.
Additional pertinent observations included three small leiomyomas,
0.3 to 0.8 em., in the anterior 'ilall of the stomach and three subserosa! tumors
of the body of the uterus., up to 3 em. in diameter. The vessels of, and
related to, the circle of Willis, particularly, the internal carotid and
vertebral arteries showed marked. arteriosclerosis. Pyelitis with abscess
fonnation was present in the right kidney.

CASE NO. 4

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 10916

OUTSIDE NO.

NAME:
AGE:

L. D.
34

s ...6272-59

o.

SEX:

Female

RACE :

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Suleiman K. Abul-Haj, M. D.
Wheaton, Maryland

TISSUE FROH:

Rectosigmoid

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

)

The patient suffered from dysmenorrhea for several years and because of
rectal bleeding on several occasions 1Z-tas thought to have endometriosis. For
this she was placed on Enovid. During the third month of therapy in early
December· 1959, she developed symptoms of obstruction: constipation, tenesmus,
passage of small amounts of blood-tinged mucus, and progressive abdominal
distention. Physical examination disclosed moderate abdominal distention,
tinkling hyperperistalsis, a moderately enlarged uterus of normal contour and
several small irregular firm masses,, varying from about. 0.5 to 1.5 em., within
the cul-de-sac and broad ligament. Rectal examination revealed a large, firm,
hard mass at the 12 ern. level which completely occluded the lumen; this was'
confirmed by proctoscopy. A biopsy was performed. Subsequently, an exploratory laparotomy with abdomino-perineal resection was advised. Laboratory
data were within normal limits.
SURGERY:
In December 1960 laparotomy was performed. A large rectosigmoid mass·
which completely obstructed the lumen was present; and there were numerous small,
warty, gray-white seedings over the pelvic peritoneum. The, rectosigmoid mass
was resected and end. ... to-end anastomosis was performed. The uterus, tubes~ and
ovaries were also removed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of a segment of colon, 18 em. long, containing a
large irregular mass, measuring, 6 x 6 x 8 em., which lay 8 em. from the
proximal and 2 em. from the distal margin. The opened colon showed the mass
completely occluded the lumen, was annular, and infiltrated through the wall.
The mucosa was stretched but appeared intact over the surface of the tumor
with the exception of several smal~ punctat~ superficial ulcerations. The cut
surfaces of the mass were finely granular and gray-white. Several small
similar polypoid satellite masses were also presen~measuring up to 3 x 3 x
1.5 em.
The uterus was of normal contour but moderately enlarged. On its posterior
surface were several smal~ papillary, light t~ serosal excrescences measuring
up to 1 x 1.5 em. The endometrium was moderately thick. At the £undo-cornual

l
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regions the endometrium was polypoid. The tubes and ovaries were covered by
adhesions. There was a left tube-ovarian mass, soft, cystic, and up to 3.5 em.
in diameter, the contents of which had been drained.
FOLLOW-UP:
The patient had an uncomplicated postoperative course and good recovery.
She has remained well and free of symptoms, except for those of surgical
menopause for which she has been given estrogens at times.

)

)

CASE NO. 5

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESS ION NO., 11684

OU1SIDE NO. S61-167

NAME:

AGE:

B. G. B.

Newborn

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Haw Chan, M. D.
St. Luke's Hospital
San Francisco, California

TISSUE FROM:

Dorsum of sacrum

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

)

The patient was born January 13, 1961 after an uneventful prenatal course.
The mother, age 20, was gravida II, para I. The first child, 1~ years old, is
not remarkable. The ne~1born female infant weighed 10 lbs. 15 oz. and was
delivered spontaneously in an. ROA position with an LML episiotomy. The baby
was found to have a mass 5 to 6 inches in diameter at. the base of' the spine
extending to the anal orifice. It was soft, tinged blue, covered completely
with hairless skin, and was estimated to be about two-thirds the size of the
baby's head. Neurological examination was not remarkable. The labia was
hypertrophied. X-ray studies of the pelvis showed a large, soft tissue mass
projecting from the midline of the pelvis posteriorly. There were a few
irregular fleck-like calcifications. No definite bony abnormalities of the
lumbosacral area were seen. The laboratory findings showed a packed cell
volume 42; hemoglobin 14.2 ~.; WBC 21,100 with 45% neutrophils, 5% eosinophile,
42% lymphocytes, and 8% monocytes; slight anisocytosis, poikilocytosis and
polychromasia ~v-ere seen in the stained smears.•
SURGERY:

The tumor ~~as readily removed by separation through a plane external to
the tumor capsule over the dorsal surface of the sacrum. A pedicle was found
attached to the posterior wall of the rectum but with careful dissection was,
found not to involve the sphincter. Attachment high and anterior to the
coccyx was found and removed without difficulty. The follow•up - the patient's
postoperative course was1 uneventful and the infant was discharged nine days
after delivery and surgery in good condition.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The tumor was lobulated~ soft, rubbery and nodular, partly covered by
skin, measuring 12.0 x 7.0 x 7.5 em. The area covered by skin measured
approximately 11.5 x 9.0 em. The skin surfaces. were mottled dark blue, pink
and gray, with no defects apparent an~1here. The remaining surface was
covered with a smooth, glistening membrane showing fine fibrous tags and scant
fat. The non-skin covered surface was interrupted by a cyst, 1.5 em. in
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diameter with a smooth, glistening inner lining and a defect approximately 1 em.
in diameter leading to the interior. In multiple surfaces made by sections, a
variety of tissues, lobulated, 't·7ere noted. These included solid, translucent
white and pink, soft and firm portions separated from each other by fibrous
septa of varying thickness. Numerous cysts up to 2 em. in diameter containing
mucinous material were present. An irre~ular focus of yellow calcification
about 3 em_ in greatest diameter was intermixed with rounded and linear
cartilaginous particles.
FOLLOW-UP:

Patient was lost to follow-up.

)

CASE NO. 6

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESS ION NO. 11659·

OUTSIDE NO. MS-426-61

NAME:
AGE:

T. C.
75

SEX:

Female

BACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Irving Mado££, !1. D.
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FROM:

Cervical tumor, right, post.-auricular and infra-mandibular

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

The. patient noted a swelling below the right jaw and behind the right ear
for the past year, since about Apri ] 1960. It gradually enlarged until the
time of admission and was about the size of a walnut. It was relatively
movable and no adenopathy was found. TI1ere was a previous history of adenocarcinoma of the right parotid gland, removed in 1956. Laboratory studies
were non-contributory.
SURGERY:

)

The mass was removed April 18, 1962.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen was a slightly lobulated, irregular rubbery brown mass,
about 3.5 em. in maximum dimension. The tissue both externally and in the
surfaces made by multiple sections 'lvas homogeneous. No definite areas of
nodularity or other alterations were seen.
FOLLOW-UP:
No recurrence of tumor and patient well, August 15, 1962.

CASE NO. 7

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12020

OUTSIDE NO. 8223

NAME:

AGE:

J. M.
SEX:

42

CONTRIBUTOR:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

t·1. K. Bullock, N. D.

Memorial Hospital of Glendale
Glendale, California
TISSUE FROM:

Upper lateral left cervical region.

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
The patient entered the hospital because of swelling at the angle of the
left jaw she had noticed for one and one-half years. There had been no recent
change in the size; there was no pain but fast motion of the neck gave rise to
a sense of fullness, and some dizziness. There was no difficulty in chewing or
swallowing. On physical examination, the patient was observed to have a lump,
in the left neck at the level of the angle of the jaw. This lump was soft,
slightly movable., and possibly slightly tender to deep palpation. It was about,
the size of a small orange, regular in outlin~ and involved the carotid bulb.
Pressure over it caused some dizziness. The bulging obliterated the angle of
the jaw on the left side to a slight degree. No murmurs, were audible over the
carotid arteries.
SURGERY:
On January 6, 1962, under general endotracheal anesthesia, the tumor was
exposed lying anterior to the sternocleidomastoid muscle with the carotid
artery immediately beneath it. The tumor was peeled away from the artery,
during w·hich procedure it was noted to involve the bifurcation of the, coUIIllon
carotid artery and to extend laterally, medially, and posteriorly. The
internal carotid artery was isolated and taped, and the tumor ~·1as cut away.
It was then elevated from the external carotid artery to which it was more
firmly attached and, after identifying the hypoglossal nerve which was pushed
upward by the upper end of the tumor~ the remainder of the, tumor was mobilized
and removed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:,
The specimen consisted of a well demarcated tumor with a thin capsule,
intact except in an area where traction sutures were present. It weighed
16.5 grams and measured 5 x 3 x 2.5 em. The capsule was reddish-brown and
rough at the site of the sutures; elsewhere the external appearance was tan-
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white with prominent vascular markings. The mass was roughly hi-lobed with a
smaller upper lobe and a larger slightly off center inferior lobe. Surfaces
made by sections were tan-white with punctate pits scattered throughout.
There were a few small areas of hemorrhage. The sectioned surfaces bulged
slightly, were moderately firm and spongy and showed no septa.
FOLLOW-UP:
Postoperative recovery was uneventful. The patient was last seen in
early July 1962 at which time there was no evidence of recurrence.

)

CASE NO. 8

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 11689

OUTSIDE NO. M8822

NAME:

H. W.

AGE:. 44

SEX:

Female.

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

P. A. Rooney, H. D.
Sutter General Hospital
Sacramento, California

TISSUE FROM:

Anterior medial part of right thigh,, lo\rler one-third

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
The patient noted. a mass about six months. before admission in the anteromedial lower portion of her right thigh. It enlarged slowly. Her health was
good; there was no history of trauma and family history and systemic review were
non-contributory.
SURGERY:

)

On June 19 ,, 1961, the tumor was completely excised. On exposure it was
located in the antero-medial portion of the right thigh about 2 inches above
the patella. It was located behind the quadriceps muscles and rested on the
periosteum of the femur. It peeled readily from the fascia of the musculature
and the periosteum of the femur.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:.

The specimen consisted of' a, tV"ell encapsulated mass, ovoid, measuring
7.5 x 4 x 3 em. in the semi-fixed state. The capsular surface was smooth,
pink-tan and glistening and was slightly lobulated. Surfaces made by section
had a mottled mosaic appearance. There were light yellow greasy and soft
fleshy pink zones. Neither necrosis nor hemorrhage was seen.
FOLLOWwUP:
The patient has been examined periodically and at the last visit,
14, 1962, there was neither physical nor roentgenological evidence of
recurrence ..

.J

June
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ACCESSION NO. 12299

OUTSIDE NO. A62-92

NAME: J. G.
AGE: 7
SEX:

Male

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Donald L. Alcott, M. D.
Keith M. Brownsberger, M. D.
Santa Clara County Hospital
San Jose, California

TISSUE FROM:

Liver (autopsy)

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
The patient, previously well, began to refuse food and complained of
stomach ache and headaches in November 1960. Visits, to several physicians led
to no improvement, so on January 20, 1961 he was admitted to the hospital. On
physical examination a mass, was felt in the right, upper quadrant of the abdomen.
SURGERY:

)

Laparotomy disclosed a large tumor in the right lobe of the liver, which
was biopsied. Postoperatively the patient was treated with 5-fluorouracil.
The mass decreased markedly, the boy's, appetite improved and chemotherapy was
repeated at monthly intervals. This treatment gradually had less effect, so
treatment with 1643 r of roentgen therapy was done October 1961. This had
little effect on the size of the mass. In January 1962, the patient was
readmitted and studies showed osteolytic lesions in the skull, vertebrae and.
right innominate bone. He died February 13, 1962.
GROSS PA'niOLOGY:

Liver: The liver weighed 1250 grams and contained a gray-white, firm,
well circumscribed tumor, 8 x 8 x 7 em., in the left lobe; and a diffusely
infiltrating tumor, 6 x 5 x 5 em., in the right lobe. There was direct
extension of this, tumor through the right diaphragm into the right lower lobe,
of the lung. Surfaces made by sectioning showed white, dense fibrous tissue
with small areas of softening.

_)

Other viscera: The lower lobe of the right lung was completely replaced
by soft, gray-white tumor; the upper lobe contained scattered gray-white
nodules, 0.5 to· 2.0 em. in diameter. Tumor masses, 0.5 to 1.5 em. in
diameter, were present in mediastinal para-aortic lymph nodes. The skull
showed three regions involved by tumor. In the mid-occipital region, tumor
measuring 7 x 8 x 6 em. destroyed the bone, penetrated the dura and extended
into the superior sagittal sinus. In the left temporal and mastoid regions,
tumor 7 x 7 x 6 em. destroyed the bone, and extended, as three small nodular foci,
into the floor of the anterior part of the posterior fossa. Mid-frontal region,
tumor' 4 x 5 x 3 em. destroyed the outer table and thinned the inner table.
Metastatic tumor was observed in the left clavicle, the manubrium of the sternum
the 7th thoracic and 2nd, 4th, and 5th lumbar vertebrae and left parotid region.

9~

CASE NO. 10

DECEMBER

ACCESSION NO. 11676

OUTSIDE NO. G 61-460

NAME: c. D~ ., T.
AGE: 60 SEX:

Male

RACE:

1962

Caucasian

CONTRIBtrroR:

T. S. Kimball, M. D.
Humboldt Medical Laboratories
Eureka, California

TISSUE FIDM;

Sigmoid colon

CLINICAL ABSTRACT ::
On February 20, 1961, the patient was examined for an illness which
began on December 15, 1960 with diarrhea and mucus-rich stools. A sentinel
pile in the posterior midline~ a deep fissure, an anal polyp, cryptitis~
mucous discharge and bleeding were noted. Fissure, hemorrhoids and polyp
were removed on February 23, 1961. Microscopic. examination of the polyp
showed a lesion which was diagnosed as nprobable lymphosarcoma." Consequently, sigmoidoscopic and roentgenologic examinations were made; multiple
polyps were disclosed. The operative sites healed well. Diarrhea and mucoid
discharge persisted. Sigmoidoscopy on May 2, 1961 and air contrast barium
enema roentgenologic studies on May 4, 1961 showed multiple polyps. None was
seen above the sigmoid except possibly in the splenic flexure area. Rectal
biopsies, examined on May 15, 1961, showed lesions interpreted as, lymphosarcoma.

SUEGERY:

An abdominoperineal resection was performed on June
lymph nodes or serosal involvement were noted.

2~

1961.

No enlarged

GroSS PAniOLOGY:

A.

Fissure,•in•ano and polyp :

The specimen consisted of three portions of hemorrhoidal tissue,, two
bearing cutaneous fissures. The. mucosa covered polyp~ said to be from the
rectum was 8 mm., in diameter.
B.

Abdominoperineal resection specimen:

One portion, of two, included perianal tissue, anal canal, rectum
and distal part of sigmoid colon. It was the seat of multi{lle polyps and
polyPoid mucosal projections, 1.0 to 3.4 em. in maximum dimension. A second
portion, presumptively the remainder of the sigmoid colon, exhibited five
polyps or polypoid lesions.

)
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FOLLOW-UP:

In August 1962, a mass was removed from the right upper eyelid, the
preoperative diagnosis having been chalazion. Microscopic examination showed
lymphosarcoma. Complete physical ~ination of the patient disclosed no
enlarged lymph nodes, no palpable liver or spleen and no subcutaneous nodules.

)

CASE NO. 11

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12067

OUTSIDE NO. Sl06-62

NAME:

AGE:

M. C.
26

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Negro

CONTRIBUTOR:

F. S. Buck, M. D.
G. d 'Ablaing III, M. D.,
Los Angeles County Hospital
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FROM:

Right skull

CLINICAL, ABSTRACT:
About seven years before admission the patient, then 19 years old,
sustained &n injury of the head in an automobile accident. She claimed since
then there was a palpable mass of the right side of the head and intermittent
right sided headaches. Recently she fell and injured the same side of the
head,, which was followed by tenderness of the mass and continuous headaches.
Examination on December 31,, 1961 disclosed an acutely tender, rather firm mass
over the right parietal region about 5 to 6 em. in diameter and elevated 2 to 3
em.. There were no abnormal neurological findings. In general she was well
nourished and in good health. Roentgenological studies, skull series,
revealed an ovoid filling defect with predominantly radiolucent bony changesr
in the right parietal region adjacent to the midline. The defect showed a
dense sclerotic border and the lesion appeared to originate from the diploic
layer. No definite intracranial extension l-las apparent. There was slight
asymmetry of the inner table of the skull on. the right with some downward
displacement.
SURGERY:

The mass was extirpated,, at which time it was noted to be cystic and.
filled with red-brown fluid resembling old blood.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The mass presented had a firm, gray, rubbery wall, varying from about
0.1 to 0.4 em. in thickness. The cavity was lined with soft, necrotic tissue.
Fragments of distorted bone were included.
FOLLOW ..UP:

The patient has been seen at monthly intervals since discharge from the
hospital in February 1962. The operative site has healed satisfactorily and
cranioplasty is planned in late summer or early fall 1962. On July 23, 1962,
the attending physician noted no clinical evidence of recurrence of the mass or
change in the operative site. The patient has minimal left upper extremity
dyssynergia.

)

CASE NO. 12

DE~MBER

ACCESSION NO. 12173

OUTSIDE NO. 68839

NAME:

AGE:

9, 1962

V. G.
41

SEX:

Male

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Robert Cleland, 11. D.
Sister Mary Mercy Hessel, M. D.
Los Angeles County Hospital
Los Angeles, california

TISSUE FROM:

Duodenum

(autopsy)

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
This patient had a long history of peptic ulcerations beginning with a
perforated duodenal ulcer eight years prior which was treated by simple, closure.
Over a period of years, recurrent ulcers required a subtotal gastric resection
followed by a stomal revision for marginal ulcerations. Repeated episodes of
esophagitis associated with heavy alcoholic intake resulted in an esophageal
stricture. Several episodes of pancreatitis also occurred. For two years,
prior to his last admission, the patient had intermittent retrosternal pain not
associated with meals. There was also several months' history of dysphagia.
Several dilatations for the esophageal stricture were done, the last procedure
being performed early in Decembsr 1961. Since then,, the patient had difficulty
in swallowing even saliva and neck p~n and swelling developed three to five
days before his last admission on December 17, 1961.
x-ray on admission demonstrated an esophageal rupture proximal to, the
stricture with a retro-esophageal abscess which displaced the esophagus
anteriorly. Surgical incision and drainage of the abscess was done immediately,
and, the patient did fairly well until December 20J 1961 when burning epigastric
pain was accompanied by hematemesis, tachycardia, and hypotension. Intermittent hematemesis occurred the next few weeks. Because of x-ray evidence
of partial stomal obstruction, the patient was again operated on January 12,
1962 and several penetrating anterior and posterior marginal ulcers, peptic
esophagitis and, esophageal stricture associated with the healed site of
esophageal perforation were found. MUltiple surgical procedures were done.
The patient did poorly post-operatively, developing wound infection,
peritonitis, hypotension, and electrolyte imbalance,, and despiJ:e intensive,
treatment ~ the patient expired on February 4, 1962.
GROSS PATHOLOGY :
A 1 em. raised white tumor was present in the duodenum at the level of
the ampul la. It was submucosal, causing bulging of the mucosa. Cross section
showed one small area of hemorrhage. It was not associated with the pancreas.
Other viscera: There were two' enlarged hemorrhagic nodes in the mesentery.
Generalized peritonitis with subdiaphragmatic abscess, severe chronic pancreatitis, with multiple concrements and stricture of the esophagus were' observed.
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ACCESSION NO. 12098

OUTSIDE NO. 8692

NAME:
AGE:

E. K.
82

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

James A., Sargent, M. D.
Memorial Hospital
Exeter, California

TISSUE FROM:

Lesion over· left hip and buttock

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
A mass situated on the lateral surface of the. left hip region is stated
to have been present for several years with recent. ulceration. No pain or
other symptoms were associated with it. It moved quite freely with the skin
over the underlying tissues.
SURGERY:

)

The tumor was removed with a wide margin of surrounding skin.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

A spherical tumor about

10 x 9.5 em. showed a pseudocapsule of fibrous

tissue and subcutaneous fat. sharply delimiting the mass. One portion of the
surface of the mass was covered by ~vrinkleCL freely movable redundant skin, an
ellipse 12 x 9 em. with a central ulcer, 2.5 x 1 em. Surfaces made by sectioning the mass were partially lobulated, unifo~~ tan-white. Sections through
the cutaneous ulcer showed no tumor· related to the ulcer.
FOLLOW-UP:
To date, August 14, 1962, there is no evidence of recurrence. The patient
is senile and unable to accurately state the duration of the lesion.

)

CASE NO. 14

DECEMBER

ACCESSION NO. 12085

OUTSIDE

NAME:
AGE:

9~

1962

NO. M•62·52

M. T'.

12

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

James F. Ransdell, M. D.
Sutter Community Hospitals
Sacramento, California

TISSUE FIDM:

Right neck and right superior mediastinum

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

The patient was admitted on January 4, 1962 because of respiratory
difficulties and severe choking spells. About two weeks previously she was
seen by a physician for stuffy nose and fever. A working diagnosis of
influenza was made; antibiotic therapy was administered and despite, this the
symptoms recurred. During th!s period her· appetite and fluid int~(e were poor.
About one week before admission she developed severe choking spells accompa•
nied by inspiratory and expiratory wheezing. Physical examination on admisnion
showed an 89 pound white girl with a blood pressure of 130/80, pulse 100, and
respirations 32. The positive physical findings were moderate respiratory
distress and dullness in the right apical region anteriorly and posteriorly.
Roentgenological examination of the, chest showed What was interpreted as a
tumor in the apex of the right lung field markedly compressing the trachea
toward the left. There was. only a slit-like tracheal lumen observed.
SUFGEBY:

An emergency right thoracotomy was performed on the evening of admission.
A tumor was present apparently issuing from the right neck and compressing the
right apex. It was irregular and extensive, surrounding and incorporating

adjacent structures. It could not be dissected free from. the superior· vena
cava or other' vital structures.. It was attached to the right lung. Decom•
pression of the tracheal region was performed .•
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of 190 grams of tissue, irregular in size and
shape, and measuring 5 to 7 em. in maximum dimension. Some portions presented
smooth surfaces. In general the tissue was gray to gray-tan with focal semicystic mucoid change.. Other portions were moderately fir.m.
FOLLOW-UP:

)

The patient recovered from the thoracotomy and on January 15, 1962 cobalt60 therapy was begun. Dosages of 3,000 r "'vere given to the anterior medias ...
ttnum and right neck and 2,800 r to a similar field posteriorly with a calculated tumor dose of 3,970 r. Therapy was, completed on February 26, 1962. On
May 2, 1962, multiple round metastatic densities were present in, the pulmonary
fields on roentgeno,l ogical study,, It was the opinion of the radiologist that
these were metastases via vascular,, most probably lymphatic, spread. The
patient died on May 26, 1962. PeDmission to perfo~ an autopsy could not be
obtained.

)

CASE, NO. 15

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 11418

OUTSIDE NO ..

NAME:

AGE:

c.

4491

E. W'.

74

SEX:

CONTRIBUTOR:

Male

RACE:

Caucasian

E. M. Courier t M. D.

Memorial Hospital of Glendale
Glendale, California
TISSUE FROM:

Left parotid gland

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
The patient was admitted on February 19, 1961 because of a swelling near
the angle of the left jaw of one year's duration. His last admission on June
1, 1959 was for weakness, cough, and a known carcinoms of the prostate gland
of four years,• duration.. Study at that time showed diverticulosis of the
colon. No mention was made of the parotid tumor. He had noted progressive
enlargement. of a mass near the angle of the jaw on the left side, which was
non-tender and non-painful. Physical examination showed the presence of a
2 x 3 em. discrete firm mass at the angle of' the left jaw. Laboratory findings
were non-contributory.

)

SUOOERY:

This was done on February 20, 1961. A tumor, encapsulated, 1.,3 em. in
diameter, was present in the posterior portion of the left parotid gland. The
tumor appeared well demarcated and there was no evidence of infiltration. A
partial removal of the superficial lobe of the parotid gland was done. because
the tumor was small and was so situated that it protruded laterally· rather
than medially.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of a portion of parotid salivary gland which
measured 5, x 3 x 1.5, em. with a bulbous lesion in one pole which measured
2.5 x 2 x 2 em. The. external surface was relatively smooth, covered by fascia•
like tissue. The surfaces made by section showed partial encapsulation, a
subcapsular soft red zone which was all that separated the tumor from the
internal surgical margin and variegated blue-tan tissue in the interior. The
uninvolved parotid salivary gland was coarsely lobular· and tan. In the cut
surfaces the tumor involved about one•half' of the specimen.
tan~

An additional portion of tissue, 1 x 1 x 0.5 em., coarsely lobulated and
was submitted as tumor bed.

FOLLOW•UP:

In September 1962, the patient was without evidence of disease.

CASE NO'• 16

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12275

OUTSIDE NO. 8•2327·62

NAME:

AGE:

P. C.

8

SEX: Female

CONTRIBU'.roR:

J • N•

RACE:

Caueas ian

Carberry, M. D..

St. Francis Hospital

Lynwood, California
TISSUE FIDM;

Cystic lesion, right fetnUr, proximal

CLINI.CAL ABSTRACT:

The day before admission, the child fell and injured her right hip.
Roentgenographic examination showed a cystic lesion of the proximal part of
the right femur. She was admitted on April 15, 1962 for biopsy.
SUIDERY:

)

--

Under' general anesthesia the right lateral surface of the femur was
exposed and a window cut in the cortex just below the greater trochanter. The
entire contents of the intertrochanteric region of the femur appeared to be
filled with convoluted masses of fairly clear appearing cartilage in lobules,
tightly packed together. A small amount ot cancellous bone presented between
lobules with some fibrous stroma around them. The lesion extended up inside
the femoral neck and down to the capital epiphyseal plate as well as distally
into the upper shaft of the femur and down as far as the lesser trochanter.
GFDSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of 24 grams of curettings, formed of approximately
equal amounts of hyalin translucent grayish•blue cartilaginous fragments up
to 1 em. in di4meter and reddish-brown friable trabecular bone.

FOLLOW•UP:
The immediate post-operative condition was good. As, of August 8, 1962,
there ~as satisfactory healing, the patient was removed from a spica cast and
could bear weight. Roentgenological studies showed no apparent extension of
the lesion.

)
CASE. NO. 17

DECEMBER 9 ,. 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12221

OUTSIDE NO.

NAME:
AGE:

1296-62

F. W.
8

Male

SEX:

RACE.:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

R. Chappell, M. D._,
St. Francis Hospital
Honolulu, Hawaii

TISSUE POOM:

Retroperitoneal region. and mesentery of small intestine

CLINICAL ABSTRACT :
The patient experienced a sudden onset of crampy abdominal pain. The
pain disappeared but subsequently recurred at intermittent intervals over a
period of three weeks. Vomiting was associated with this. On physical
examination there was moderate tenderness in the left flank and a palpable
large, firm, oval mass. Blood pressure, pulse and respiration were average.
Laboratory studies including CBC, routine urinalysis, G.I. series and
excretory urogram were within normal limits.

)

SURGERY:

At laparotomy,, a relatively huge, (in comparison to the small abdomen of
a young boy) retropeTitoneal tumor was exposed. It was situated at a level
between the pancreas and the kidneys and extended up between. the leaves of the
mesentery of the small intestine reaching almost to the bowel. The tumor was
freed from a stalk containing many vessels and completely excised without
having to remove any portion of the intestine.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The tumor was. encapsulated, ovoid and bosselated. It weighed 458 grams
and measured 12 em. in greatest diameter. Surfaces made by section bled
freely, losing approximately 200 cc. of fresh as well as old chocolate colored
blood. The substance was a spongy network of blood containing sinuses with
approximately six to eight solid yellow foci of sclerosis or solid tumor
tissue approximately 1 em. in diameter.

FOLLOW-UP:
As of September 22,

)

1962,

the boy was doing well.

CASE NO. 18

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 9857

OUTSIDE NO. S·57-3601

NAME:
AGE:

E. L.
59

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

E. L. Benjamin, M. D. and D. R. Dickson, M. D.
Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital
Santa Barbara, California

TISSUE FIDM:

Left groin

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
A firm painless nodule was first noted in the left groin in 1953. It
grew slowly and was never painful or tender. The patient had consulted two
physicians previously, neither of whom advised removal.. She entered the
hospital on October 20, 1957 complaining of dyspnea. Blood pressure was
200/120. Laboratory studies showed nothing abnormal except one plus albumin
in the urine. A diagnosis of hypertensive cardiovascular disease with
congestive failure was made. She responded to treatment with digitalis. In
the left groin, in the region of the inguinal ligament, was a firm 6 em.
diameter smooth mass wbl. ch was tender along its inferior border. She was
referred to a surgeon.
SUFGERY:

The mass was excised on October 25, 1957. It was located in the medial
part of the left groin and extended deep to the inguinal ligament and the
superior ramus of the pubis. Its capsule was firmly fixed to the superior
ramus and circumscribed a soft mass about 7 em. in diameter.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of 8 portions of soft, almost mushy, pale dull
brown tissue weighing 80 grams. Several of the larger portions had one broad
covex surface covered with smooth t~ansparent brownish-red capsule. The
sectioned surfaces varied from homogeneous to finely and coarsely lobulated
light brown.

FOLLOW-UP:
The patient has' had six subsequent hospital admissions for hypertensive
cardiovascular disease with congestive, failure, angina, cerebral thrombosis,
and pulmonary emphysema. There have been vp complaints referable to the
region from which the lesion in the inguinal area was removed. Her physician
has noted an ill-defined nodularity which he believes to be scar tissue,
palpable in the region of the surgical excision. This was her status when last
seen in June 1962.

CASE NO. 19

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12298

OUTSIDE NO, 62..S-899

NAME:

AGE:

W. M.

24

s.

SEX:

Female

RACE:

Negro

CONTRIBUTOR:

Grace M. Hyde, M. D •
Highland Hospital
O&~land, California

TISSUE F IDM:

Uterus

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
The patient. was delivered of her 7th child in September 1962 by cesarean
section, at which time hysterectomy was done because of the opinion that
rupture through an occult window in the lower uterine. segment was impending.
She was admitted to this hospital first in 1954 for delivery of her third
child. In April 1957, a vaginal smear· prior to delivery in May of that year
showed suspicious cells m1d a biopsy revealed a probable carcinoma in situ,
substantiated by· a cold cone in September 1957. Subsequent Papanicolaou's
smears had been made., She delivered her 4th child in 1956, 5th child in 1957
and 6th child in 1960. This delivery was by cesarean section because of
prolapsed cord, low lying placenta praevia and oblique breech presentation.
SUroERY:
Hysterectomy following cesarean section, 1962.
GIDSS PATHOLOGY:
Uterus, placenta, and a separate somewhat disc-shaped portion of tissue
comprised the specimen. The cervical and endocervical portion of the uten1s
measured 6 x 6 em. in greatest dimension. The endocervical glands were
distended with secretion. The body of the uterus measured 13 x 10 em. Blood
clots were adherent to the endometrial surface. The myometrium was pale,
gray~pink and rubbery.
The serosal surface and tube stumps were not remarkable.
The separate portion of tissue, covered by dark blood, measured 8 x 5 x 2.5
em. and weighed 55 grams. It was somewhat disc~shaped, flat on one side and
rounded on the other. It cut with a slight resistance and sectioned surfaces
were mottled gray and tan. It resembled a portion of placenta..

CASE NO. 20

DECEMBER 9 I 1962

ACCESSION NO. 11984

OU1SIDE NO. 61•16400

NAME:

AGE:

B.

52

w·.
SEX:

CONTRIBUTOR:

Female

RACE:

Negro

c. P. Schwinn, M. D.
Los Angeles County Hospital
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FOOM:

Lateral aspect, distal end of femur

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
This patient entered the hospital on November 28~ 1961 because of a. soft
tissue swelling on the lateral aspect of the left knee. The mass, associated
with occasional pain and stiffness, had been noticed for the previous six
months. Past history obtained from Charity Hospital of' Louisiana disclosed
that the patient had been hospitalized there in 1941 with pneumonia. In
December 1959, total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo•
oophorectomy were done for a large pelvic tumor, diagnosed as struma ovarii.
Physical examination revealed a fi~, 5 x 5 em. mass along the lateral aspect
of the left thigh in the supracondylar area.. Chest film on November 30, 1961
demonstrated a 1 em. density in the right lung field.

)

SURGERY:

An excisional biopsy was performed on December 8; 1961. The tumor was
palpable along the lower outer aspect of the left vastus lateralis muscle and
was adherent to adjacent synovial tissue of the knee, quadriceps tendon, and
fascia lata. It extended deep to this area near the biceps femoris muscle.
The tumor was shelled out, apparently intact •.
GROSS

PATHOLOGY:

The spec~en consisted of a soft tissue mass measuring 4 x 5 x 7 em. It
was roughly of football shape with an apparent capsule completely surrounding
it. Strips of skeletal muscle and thick white fibrous tissue were present on
the periphery. The cut surface was1 lobular and contained cystic areas, clear
to dark red-brown in appearance, the largest of which measured 1 x 1 x 2 em.
Small demarcated areas of thick, white firm tissue were also present.
COURSE:

)

An above-knee amputation of the left lower extremity was refused. by the
patient. An x-ray on December 29·, 1961 disclosed the surgical defect in soft
tissue but no bony destruction was present. The patient received a series of
radiology treatments to the area and was last seen in clinic on October 26 ,,
1962. At that time, the liver· was enlarged to 6 em. below the right costal
margin. Several chest films have shown no change in size of the pulmonary
nodule.

CASE NO. 21

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12007

OUTSIDE NO. 68040

NAME: A. W.
SEX;
AGE: 86

Female

RACE:

Negro

CONTRIBUTOR:

Dorothy Tatter, M. D. and Wallace E. Carroll, M. D.
Los Angeles, County Hospital
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FROM:

Tumor in anterior mediastinum

CLINICAL, ABSTRACT:
The patient, 84 years old at the time, in moderately good health and
active, became unduly fatigued while playing baseball with her grandsons on
July 4, 1959. Rather suddenly she was unable to swallow and liquids. were
regurgitated! through ner nose. Seen several days later by her physician, still
unable to swallow, a nasogastric. feeding tube was inserted. She was admitted
to the hospital on August 17, 1959' because of progressive weakness, slurred
speech and difficulty with home care of the nasogastric tube feeding. Physical.
examination was remarkable only in revealing an alert, elderly patient with
generalized muscular weakness, nasal speech, and inability to swallow; there
was regurgitation of fluids thxough the nose. The cranial nerves were intact
except for the glossopharyngeal and vagus as described above. No other
abnormalities tvere found. The clinical diagnosis was bulbar palsy, probably
secondary thrombotic softening. However, a trial of neostigmine was given,
1.5 mg. IM, and after one hour~ the patient walked about her room, removed
her nasogastric tube and was able to swallow well. She was plaC(!d on a
continued dosage of oral neostigmine together with other medication~ including
decadron, for her pemphigus which had recurred.~ Roentgenological studies of
the chest in July and September~ 1960 showed an anterior mediastinal mass in
the left anterior chest separate from the aortic arch. Thymectomy was
considered inadvisable because of the patient's age; the patient refused
radiation therapy. On, July 26, 1961, the patient was again hospitalized for
ucongestive heart failure." She was discharged following appropriate treatment
and a regimen with salt restriction. On October 5, 1961 she was re-admitted
to the hospital in extremis, with a history of vomiting blood for one day.
She died on the day of admission.
GFOSS

PATHOLOGY:,

A firm mass 2 10 x 7 x 7 em.~ was present in the anterior mediastinum
adherent to the medial surface of the left lung pleura. It did not appear
to obstruct either the tracheobronchial tree of the great vessels of the
heart.

)
CASE NO. 21

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12007
No metastatic tumor was seen. The region of the thymus was occupied by
the above mass which weighed 350 grams, was fi:rm and rubbery and on section
was bosselated, pale yellow with darker yellow necrotic centers and traversed
by fat.. There were a few 1 em. hemorrhagic areas in the cut surfaces.
Other pertinent observations include infarction of the small intestine
of undetermined etiology, gastro-intestinal hemorrhage, mural thrombosis of
an arteriosclerotic aneurysm of the lower abdominal aorta, multiple small
leiomyomas of the stomach and atrophy of the adrenal glands ..

)

..

CASE NO. 22

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12389

OUTSIDE NO. 43 AU•62

NAME: B. W.
AGE: 30 minutes

SEX:

Male

RACE:

CONTRIBUTOR:

Dean V. Wiseley, M. D.
Inter~Community Hospital
Covina, California

TISSUE FROM:

Right, arm

Caucasian

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

)

A male infant was delivered on July 15, 1962. The mother, 23 years old,
gravida III, para II, experienced her last menstrual period with this
pregnancy on October 24, 1961. During her pregnancy she suffered from marked
fatigue. She took oral iron. No other abnormal features and no other
medication are known. Previous children, born in 1958 and 1961, are living
and well. The mother had the usual childhood dis eases, no serious illnesses
and no past surgery. At the time of delivery it was noted there was abruption
of the placenta. After delivery there was slight bleeding for about two days.
The mother was discharged in good condition.
The infant died about 30 minutes after· delivery because of hemorrhage from,
a tumor of the arm. Old. brown blood and bright red blood were present in the
fluid in the amniotic sac.

-

GROSS PATHOLOGY:
There was marked bulging of the right upper arm, especially of the
anterior and medial aspects. There was necrosis and rupture of the skin over
a 6 x 5 x 5 em.., soft, fibrous, yellowish.• white tumor, which in some areas was
irregularly lobulated and could be separated easily from surrounding structures.
In other areas, there was infiltration of muscles and connective tissue and
tumor extended down to the periosteum of the humerus where no bony defects
were identified. A small portion of remaining proximal biceps muscle disat'•
peared into the tumor., No continuity of the muscle or its coverings within
or over the tumor could be demonstrated. No enlarged lymph nodes were found
in the right axilla.
The autopsy revealed no evidence of metastasis or other significant lesion
after gross and microscopic study. No placental abnormalities were noted.

CASE NO. 23

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12141

OUTSIDE NO. E-445•62

NAME: N. D.
AGE : 44
SEX:

Female

RACE:

Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

R.. F • Hufner, M. D.
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FR>M:

Uterus

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

•

The patient was admitted on January 28, 1962 complaining of irregular
periods and prolonged heavy flow ever since the menarch (para O, gravida 0,
abortion 0). She never had a regular cycle. Physical examination showed a
uterus enlarged to the. left of the midline. Hemoglobin was 13.9 grams.
Examination of the urine showed nothing abnormal.
SUIDERY:

)

On January 29, 1962, a total hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo•
oophorectomy were performed.

GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The uterus weighed 131 grams and measured 4.4 x 5.2 x U.8 em. Serosal
nodules and regions of thickening up to 6 mm. in maximum. dimension were seen.
The cervix l-Tas normal. The endometrium was a thin layer about 1 mm. thick.
There was a mass in the fundus, on section, bulging, pinlt-tan, 2 em. in
diameter. The entire myometrium was speckled with innumerable slightly
raise~ gray-white areas, 2 to 6 mm. in diameter.
Both ovaries showed
endometriosis.

--

FOLLOW-uP:

In August 1962, the patient was without evidence of disease.

)

CASE NO. 24

DECEMBER 9, 1962

ACCESSION NO. 12387

OUTS IDE NO.. 549

NAME: A.
AGE: 32

L.
SEX:

Female

BACE:

Negro

CONTRIBUTOR:

R. Hardre, M. D.
Sacramento County Hospital
Sacramento, California

TISSUE FIDM:

Dorsum of left foot.

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

I
I

)

The patient noted, a small lump on the dorsum of the left foot about two
years ago. For fourteen months it remained about the size of a marble and was
painless. Subsequently it enlarged and she experienced mild intermittent pain
while wearing shoes or bearing weight on the foot. She was admitted on April
9', 1961. General physical examination was negative except for a diffusely
enlarged thyroid. On the dorsum of the left foot there was seen and felt a
3 to 4 em. round, non-tender, firm mass -fixed over the region of the 3rd and
4th metatarsals. The mass did not move with the tendon. Roentgenological
studies showed a lesion interpreted as expanding, with destructive changes of
the 4th metatarsal and erosion of the lateral aspect of the 3rd metatarsal.
SUmERY:

1.

Tumor was excised on April 11, 1961. At surgery it was described as a
bilobular mass. The more superficial lobule, about 3 x 4 em., was, encapsulated~
lobulated and reddish•blue. This portion, was, attached by its undersurface to
a smaller deeper mass which was lobulated, white and opaque and was responsi•
ble for the erosive changes of the 3rd and 4th metatarsals. The tumor was
completely excised. A tibial bone graft was applied to the eroded portions of
the metatarsals, the patient was placed in, a posterior splint and a cast and
wben observed on May 31, 1962 no recurrence was noted.
GPDSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of three portions: A papillary gelatinous ~s of
white tissue, 3.5 x 3 x 2 em.; an encapsulated lobulated firm, gray mass,
3, x 2.5 x 1 em. and a portion of tendon, 4, em. long.
FOLLQW ..UP:

As stated above on May 31, 1962, there was no evidence of recurrence.

)

CASE NO. 25

DECEMBER 9', 1962

-3-

ACCESS,ION NO. 12365

,

In summary, a well circumscribed tumor was readily removed surgically
from a subpleural portion of the posterior segment of the lower lobe of the
left lung of a woman, 32 years old, after having been present without, change
in size for at least three years. Its microscopic structure is consistent
with either a locally aggressive ~eripheral bronchial adenoma, concurred in by
Rosen, (AFIP) or a chemodectoma (not excluded by Rosen but considered less
likely). For reasons stated above, I favor the diagnosis of pulmonary
c heiilodecto¥"'
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CASE NO. 22
ACCESSION NO., 12389

CONTRIBUTOR:

Dean V. Wiseley, M. D.

A Caucasian male infant died 30 minutes after birth because of
hemorrhage from a tumor of the arm. Old brown and fresh bright red blood were
present in the amniotic fluid. The mother was. markedly fatigued during
pregnancy. Her only known medication was oral iron. ~io previous children,
now four and one year of age, are well. The mother was discharged in good
condition.
The hemorrhage was from a 4 em. rupture in necrotic skin overlying a
bulging tumor of especially the anterior and medial aspects of the right arm.
The tumor measured 6 x 5 x 5 c~ and was "multilobulated, soft, fibrous and
yellowish-white. 11 It replaced all but the upper 1 em. of. biceps muscle,,
infiltrated adjacent muscles and overlying skin and extended to the periosteum
of the humerus. There were no defects of the humerus. No axillary nodes were
involved. No metastases or significant lesions were present elsewhere after
autopsy and microscopic examination.

)

Microscopic examination of representative portions shows a solidly
cellular tumor devoid of capsule or septa~ infiltrating the skeletal muscle
where such is included in the section. The cells occur mainly in coarse,
decussating bundles, at times are unoriented. They are moderately large,
fusifo~ with eosinophilic cytoplasm usually faintly granular, rarely faintly
fibrillar. Nuclei are elongated oval, with either blunt or pointed ends~
finely granular chromatin and small or no nucleoli. In general, there is,
slight pleomorphism. Mitoses are numerous, about 1-5 per high•power field.
A reticulin preparation shows spiral or wavy fine fibers in some areas,
principally marginal, giving the impression that vagaries of fixation may
have resulted in failure of more abundant reticulin fibers to stain.
Scattered through tissue of this type which comprises by far the greater
portion of the lesion are occasional noncircumscribed small islands or clusters
of quite different cells usually adjacent to vascular channels. These cells,
about 1 to 2 times the size of a red blood, cell, a+e round or oval and have,
large nuclei with relatively scant cytoplasm which ranges in staining from
eosinophilic to basophilic. Their appearance is consistent. with hemopoietic
islands. Vascularization is principally by capillaries, often obscured by
the tumor, and often lined by cells with nuclei closely resembling those of
the adjoining tumor cells.. There are also occasional large and more numerous,
small hemorrhages, many free-lying red blood, cells and occasional thromboses.

J

This tumor, massive in relation to the host, involves mainly skeletal
muscle, and also subcutis, skin and periosteum. It is devoid of epithelial
features. In appearance it is beyond the stage of undifferentiated mesenchyme,
exhibiting, bundles of fusiform cells with reticulin fiber formation but no
collagen~ occasional islands of hemopoietic cells and a moderately rich intercrescent capillary network. All of the soft mesenchymal derivatives, fibrous
tissue, fat~ smooth muscle and skeletal muscle pass through early stages
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possessing some of these features. Fusifoom shape of cells, bundling of
such cells, and reticulin fiber formation suggests fibrosarcoma. Although
the wavy or spiral character of many of the reticulin fibers is a feature not
uncommonly seen in neurofibromas, it is. also present in fibrosarcomas. Stout,
1962, in a study of 23 personal cases of fibrosarcoma in infants and children,
found four in the upper extremity. Location within muscle was noted in four •.
Leiomyosarcoma, more recently discussed by Stout and Hill, 1958, and particularly in children by Yannopoulos and Stout,, 1962, also occurs, in these regions
and is also composed of bundles of spindle-shaped cells. There are, however,
certain distinguishing features. Anaplasia with numerous bizarre cells and
nuclei is much commoner in leiomyosarcoma, and the. occurrence of intracellular
fibrils is much commoner in leiomyosarcoma than tn fibrosarcoma. The reticulin
fibers, when present,, are more apt to be straight. T'ne presence of hemopoietic
foci. well within the tumor and the partially concealed intercrescent growth of
minute thick-walled vascular channels formed of cells closely resembling the
tumor cells, suggests differentiation along a separate line of portions of the
tumor. So-called blood islands first appear in the yolk sac of the embryo
during the fourth week and subsequently appear in many areas of the body from
mesenchyme (Patten), pp. 135-136). In. blood islands mesenchyme differentiates
to form both hemopoietic cells and vascular channels. If the vascular
channels and hemopoietic foci are interpreted as part of the tumor, it should
be classified as a malignant mesenchymoma. Nash and Stout, 1961, culling 42
cases from 50 with adequate material for study, observed that external soft
tissues were one of the commonest sites, seven occurring in the upper extremities. Nine of the 42 cases were congenital. All exhibited considerable
portions interpreted as fibrosarcoma. If the hemopoietic foci are considered
to be unrelated to the tumor, stmply a chance concurrence, and the blood
vessels are construed simply as the vascular component present in a majority
of tumors, then this lesion should be classified as a fibrosarcoma. Because
the autopsy examination showed hemopoietic foci slightly increased in the
liver only, and not occurring elsewhere, and because the vascular channels
of capillary size appear to blend so intimately with the tumor, I believe this
tumor is a malignant mesenchymoma.
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A Negro female, 84 years old, experienced undue. fatigue while playing
baseball with her grandson. Dysphagia. dysphonia and progressive general
muscular werutness which followed all responded to treatment with Neostigmine.
X-ray studies done about lt years after onset showed a mass in the left
anterior chest separate from the aortic arch. She also had pemphigus controlled
by Decadron, and congestive heart failure. Two and one-fourth years after·
onset of illness she was admitted in, extremis, having vomited blood for one
day, and died.
Autopsy showed a tumor in the thymic region, in the anterior mediastinum
adherent to the left lung pleura. It weighed 350 grams, was firm and rubbery,
and on section was bosselated, pale yellow with darker yellow necrotic centers,,
occasional foci of hemorrhage and strands of' fat. She also showed infarction
of the small intestine of undetermined etiology, with gastrointestinal
hemorrhage - the cause of death. The adrenal glands and thyroid were atrophic.
Microscopic examination showed the classical features of thymoma. The
fibrous capsule and lobulating septa, strongly emphasized by Castleman, the
al l -pervading framework of large cells ranging from round, oval, and polygonal
in almost, mosaic arrangement to twisted cords, intercrescent with loose fibrevascular stroma - the adenomatoid pattern. - to whorls and. bundles of spindle
forms all are present. With a variable complement of lymphocytes ranging from
none in some areas to sufficiently dense to obscure the reticular cells, the
now well-known picture of thymoma is completed. Alcian, blue-PAS stains before
and after preliminary enzyme treatment show a very rich network of PAS positive
reticular material around small to large cell groups.
The, embryology of the thymus needs no repetition. The abundance and
near-epithelial appearance of the entoder;mally-derived reticulum are well seen
in so-called accidental involution of the thymus in infancy and in such cases
the paucity of reticulin fibers. is also well demonstrated.
The classification of thymic tumors ranges from the elaborate series of
Lowenhaupt, 1948, to the simpler ones of Castleman, 1955, and Iverson, 1956.
The principal thymic tumor is the thymoma, well exemplified by this, case.
Others include the germinoma, described by Friedman, the thyme-lipoma and the
thymic cyst. The thymus may participate in lymphoid diseases such as malig•
nant lymphana of var!ous types., On the basis of current classification,
thymomas are either very rarely or never malignant. Their ability to spread
includes direct extension along areolar tissue pathways. via pulmonary hilar
structures into the lung.

_)

Thymomas have been linked to a variety of diseases, possibly causally in
some. These include agammaglobulinemia, Gafni et al, September 1960; pancyto•
penia, Josse and Zacks, 1958; ar:lastic, anemia, Bames and 0 1 Gorman, 1962 and
CUshing's disease, Castleman, 1955.
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This patient exhibited fairly typical myasthenia gravis aaaociated with
thymoma. Iverson presents the following as characteristic of thymomas associated with myasthenia gravis: The epithelial component is in the form of polygonal, columnar or ovOid large cells, closely packed, at times appearing
continuous; the cells have large oval pale nuclei; there are concentric whorls
of such cells of slightly smaller size; there is a rich capillary bed; and few
to many lymphocytes occur in para• or peri-vascular lymphatics,. I have been
unable to demonstrate to my own satisfaction the presence of' lympbocytes in
dilated lymphatics in many sections of the present case. Myasthenia gravb
with thymoma, occurs in persons older' than those without thymoma. This patient,
age 84J is an uncommon if not unique case with regard to her advanced age.

)

Recent studies along, a nel-l line offer an explanation for the association
of thymoma and myasthenia gravis. It has been shown the thymus, is an immunogenic organ in the early part of life. Beutner, Witebsky, Rieken,, and Adler,
1962; Marshall and co-workers, 1959; Strauss et al, 1960, and, others have shown:
The presence in sera of some patients with myasthenia gravis of an anti-muscle
globulin antibody both by direct and indirect fluorescent techniques and by
complement fixation tests. White and Marshall, 1962, have demonstrated gamma
globulin-forming cells by immuno-fluorescence techniques in the thymus of six
patients with myasthenia gravis. Negative results in a considerable proportion
of cases studied and the relationship of this auto-immune mechanism to the
clinical response to anti•cholinesterases prevent complete acceptance.
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A Caucasian girl,, 12 years old, was seen because of severe choking spells.
and respiratory difficulties of one week's duration. Abnormal findings were
a respiratory rate of 32, with marked wheezing; dullness in the right apical
region anteriorly and posteriorly, and by x-ray studies, a density interpreted
as a tumor of the right lung field markedly compressing the trachea toward the
left. Emergency right thoracotomy disclosed a tumor apparently issuing from
the. right neck, attached to and compressing the apex of the right lung, growing
into the superior mediastinum and displacing and compressing the trachea.
Marked involvement of superior mediastinal structures with invasion of the
superior vena cava precluded complete removal. Cobalt-60 therapy was given
over a period of 1~ months via anterior and posterior portals, the calculated
tumor dose being 3,970 rads. Four months after admission, x-rays showed
multiple round densities in the pulmonary fields. She died. three weeks later.
Permission for autop$y was refused.
The material received from the emergency right thoracotomy consisted of
portions of tumor and upper lobe of right lung, weighing 190 grams and
measuring up to, 7 em. Some portions presented smooth surfaces. The fixed
tissue was gray to gray-tan and moderately firm with focal semi-cystic
mucoid zones.

J

Microscopic. study of a large numbet: of sections show no tumor in the lung.
Chronic inflammatory and loose to dense fibrous tissue is interposed between
the two in sections including both. Sections including portions of the smooth
surfaces show· uninvolved free surface but tumor in portions of the pleural
stroma. The principal component of the tumor is formed of decussating large
flat bundles or thick sheets of longitudinally oriented closely packed cells.
In most bundles the cells appear to form a longitudinally oriented syncytium.
Spindle-shaped forms, much less common, are present especially bordering on
zones of necrosis. Cytoplasm ranges from moderate, to abundant and often shows
conspicuous intracellular fibrillation. In limited areas, bordering on regions
of fibrosis, intercellular fibers are seen. The nuclei are more commonly long
with rounded rather than pointed ends, coarsely vesicular, moderately pleo ..
morphic and hyperchromatic. Nucleoli. are present but not prominent. Mitoses
are very frequent. In some, areas irregular spaces are bordered by cells in
single1 to three or four layers which are more rounded and epithelial in
appearance. These show transitions to the underlying stromal type. Mitoses
and pleomorphism are present in these cells. At times, in association with
the somewhat differentiated cells lining the clear spaces and in other places
without such an association, condensed masses of rounded cells are seen to
enclose minute spaces containing red blood cells. The larger delimited spaces
often contain scant to much blood. Myxoid foci and foci of degenerationt
necrosis and hemorrhage also· occur. Alcian Blue-PAS preparations show blue
staining fibrillar material in the myxoid foci and PAS-positive material in
three forms and regions: in the cells bordering spaces both empty and with
red cells, as occasional granules and more frequent homogeneous masses; as
coarse granules in the cells occurring ip bundles; and as sparse intercellular
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f i brillar material especially ~7here cell bundles border on zones of obvious
fibro.sis. With preliminary enzyme treatment, the coarse granules occurring
in cells and bundles, disappear.
This is a malignant primitive tumor of connective tissue type~ Bundles
of ill-defined spindle cells are the main component. Spaces delimited by
somewhat epithelioid cells, admixed or separate minute vascular channels in
rounded cell groups and myxoid foci comprise the principal remaining consti•
tuents. The observations of the surgeon, and study of removed tissue show no
primary involvement of the lung. The tumor apparently arose from the parietal
pleura of the right apex~ or external to it; or from any of the bordering
structures such as nerves, fascia, thyroid and thymus. Fibrosarcoma~
myosarcoma, synovioma, mesothelioma and malignant mesenchymoma are the tumors
warranting consideration, others being e4~cluded by gross features, microscopic
features or both.

)

Leiomyosarcoma, critically evaluated by Stout and Hill, 1953, is
considered excluded by the absence of bizarre cells and the presence of clefts
and spaces. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma (see Patton and Horn, 1962), is
eliminated because of the absence of any cross-striations, and the presence
of spaces and clefts. Fibrosarcoma (Stout, 1962) forms a part of this tU'IIlOr
but fails to account. for the spaces and clefts lined by modified cells,. The
age of the patient, the location of the tumor, are major clinical and gross
features excluding synovioma and the presence of PAS-positive enzyme-resistant
granules in the space-lining cells contributes to the exclusion.
Mesothelioma is strongly suggested by the structural components described.
Against such a diagnosis are clinical and gross features as discussed by Liebow,
1952, and Godwin, 1958. The youth of the patient, the limitation to parietal
pleura, the failure to spread diffusely in or on the pleural surfaces set it
quite apart from mesotheliomas hitherto described.
Coming finally to malignant mesenchymoma, with clinical, gross, and
wicroscopic features summarized by Nash and Stout, 1961, in mind, this tumor
is consistent with such a diagnosis. Great bundles of primitive fusiform
cells,, in some, areas only forming intercel lular fibers; clefts and spaces
lined by round tumor cells, some showing enzyme resistant PAS-positive granules
such as have been described in the normal and neoplastic mesothelial cells
(Fisher and Hellstrom, 1960);, angioblastic foci. and myxoid foci indicate a
primitive connective tissue tumor developing along three and possibly four or
even five routes. The age of the patient, the rapid spread and the short
duration are consistent with features noted by Nash and Stout.
Therefore, I consider this tumor to be a malignant mesenchymoma.
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The patient, a Negress, 52 years old, was seen in the hospital because of
a swelling of the lateral aspect of the left knee associated with occasional
pain and stiffness, apparently present for· six months. Two years before, a
large pelvic tumor diagnosed as struma ovarii was removed together with uterus,
tubes and ovaries. Physical examination disclosed a firm 5 x 5 em. mass along
the lateral aspect of the left thigh in the supracondylar region. X-ray
studies, chest film, showed a 1 em. density in the right lung field. Surgical
extirpation was done. The tumor was located along the lower outer· aspect of
the left vastus lateralis muscle and was adherent to the adjacent synovial
tissue of the knee,, quadriceps tendon and fascia lata. It extended deep to
this area near the biceps femoris muscle. The tumor was shelled out,
apparently intact. The specimen grossly was a soft tissue mass, ovoid, about
4 x 5 x 7 em .. , with an apparent capsule completely surrounding it to which
strips of skeletal muscle and thick. white fibrous tissue were adherent. The
cut surfaces were lobular and contained cystic areas1 either clear or· dark redbrown, the largest of which measured 1 x 1 x 2 em. Small demarcated areas of
thick white firm tissue were also present., Amputation was recommended and
refused. The patient received a series of roentgen treatments. to the area of
extirpation and was last seen August 14, 1962. At that time the only
abnormality in the region of the tumor was slight stiffness. Several chest
films showed no change in size of the pulmonary nodule.
The principal components of the tumor are a stroma-like portion composed
of fusifonn cells and fibrillar and fibrous tissue and numerous small to
large spaces usually delimited by radially oriented cuboidal or columnar cells.
Transitions between space-lining cells and stromal cells are readily apparent.
Pleomorphism, slight chromatin irregularity, occasional mitoses and focal
penetration of bordering capsule1 indicate malignancy. A reticulin stain shows
an abundance of reticulin formation,but there is no arrangement around space•
lining cells suggestive of a basement membrane. Alcian-Blue•PAS preparations
show a rich PAS-positive ground substance in a few places forming a basement
membrane-like layer.
The possibility that this is a metastasis from the previously removed
pelvic tumor, struma ovarii, is rendered untenable by the structure of the
tumor. In all respects, this is a fairly typical well-differentiated
synovioma. In passing, mention of villonodular synovitis may be made, pointing out that the extracapsular location of the tumor,, the height of the cells
lining the spaces, the transition to pleomorphic stromal type cells, and the
scarcity of multinucleated giant cells are features, which remove villonodular
synovitis from serious consideration. Luse, 1960, pointed out, as have other
investigators of synovial membrane and, tumors of synovial membrane, that
surface-covering synovial cells lack a basement membrane. Unlike true
epithelial cells, Luse • s electron microscopic studies, showed the cells have no
microvilli and no terminal bars.. The deeper cells possessed all of the
morphologic features of fibroblasts and superficial cells, considering regular
synovial membrane, were of the appearance of somewhat altered fibroblasts. In
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synovial sarcoma, the features seen by electron microscopy were alike whether
the cells were e~ithelial-like linifig a space, or deeper, arranged like stroma.
True basement membranes in normal tissues consist of a mucoprotein, usually
PAS-positive, plus reticulin. In the present tumor,, PAS-positive material
forming short stretches of' a basement membrane-like layer are see~ but this
layer is patchy and incomplete and is not accompanied by reticulin fibers~
These observations support, but with some slight modification, the often
mentioned feature that basement membrane absence is important in establishing
the diagnosis of synovioma. Wright, 1952,, in his now classical report on
malignant synovioma,, distinguished well-differentiated and ~oorly•differentiated
forms morphologically. This. distinction) according to Wright, is important in
determining treatment and in estimating prognosis. His study of 47 cases, of.
which 5 were well-differentiated and 42 poorly-differentiated, showed that of
the well-differentiated types. t1:ro lived 5 - 10 years, two lived 10 - 15 years
and one lived 25 years. Of those with poorly-differentiated malignant
synovioma,, 42, 20 died in one year or less, and only three survived to somewhere between 5 and 10 years,. Wright states that wide excision should suffice
for the well-differentiated form, but that immediate amputation is essential
for the poorly-differentiated form. In nine of these 47 patients, there was
metastasis to regional lymph nodes as well as blood-born metastasis. In this
patient, a pulmonary nodule was present at the time of the original operation.
It has not changed in size for 1% years. Nathan, Collins, and Adams, 1962,
studied the roentgenological features of 177 proved malignant and 41 proved
benign pulmonary nodules. Expressing growth rate as "doubling time," the
time required for the nodule to double in volume ~s determined from measurements of the diameter on the chest film, they observed that with three
exceptions in the 177 cases of malignant tumor nodules, the "doubling time"
was 280 days or less. If the 11 doubling timen was less than 37 days, the
lesion was usually not a tumor but an infectious process. In this patient
more than 1% years have elapsed without change in size of the pulmonary nodule.
The chance that it is a metastasis, accordingly, is very slight.
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A Caucasian female, 59, presented with a mass in the left groin which.
had grown slowly for four years. Previously neither painful nor tender, at
admission examination it was tender along its inferior border. She had hypertensive cardiovascular disease with congestive failure; she responded to
treatment with digitalis.
The mass, about 7 em. in diameter, was excised readily. It was located
in the. medial left groin, extending deep• to the inguinal ligament and the
superior ramus of the pubis, to which its capsule was attached. Not quite
five years later, the only abno~lity relative to this lesion was an ill•
defined nodularity which the surgeon believed to be scar tissue.
Grossly the lesion received was in eight portions of soft pale brown
tissue, weighing 80 grams. There was a smooth transparent capsule over
extemal surfaces. The cut surfaces were light brown and ranged from homo•
geneous to finely and coarsely lobulated.
Microscopic examination showed an encapsulated lobulated mass composed
of mainly multilocular fat cells with granular eosinophilic cytoplasm, light
brown minute to more rarely coarse pigment granules, central to semi-peripheral
round or oval nuclei. often with one small to medium nucleolus. Occasional
notched nuclei of Plaut were seen. There were no mitoses. Mature unilocular
fat cells were few; solid granu~ar acidophilic cells were still fewer; and
least numerous were transitional forms to mature fat cells. Alcian Blue-PAS
preparations showed PAS-positive fine to coarse granules in the more solid
cells; on preliminary treatment with enzyme, the granules did not stain.
The morphogenesis of human fat, let alone chemogenesis, is only partly
known. There have been many studies (see Wells, 1940, for early literature),
and for certain structures, notably the buccal fat pads, fairly profound ones.
Yet, as summarized in the paper of Vellios, Baez, and Shumacker,, supplemented
by their own studies, only this much can be said about ordinary unilocular
fat in general and brown multilocular fat in particular:
A. Fat cells are derived from mesenchymal cells,, particularly perivascular and not from ordinary fibroblasts, a conclusion supported by
(1)
(2)
(3)

Direct observation in fetuses.
Localization of fat in certain places and absence in others.
Retention of property after transplantation (Strandberg,
quoted by Wells).

B. General morphogenesis is characterized by transition from stellate
and fusiform cells which develop a few minute fat droplets in the cytoplasm to
gradually enlarging and rounding up cells with drops of varied and increasingly
coarse size to finally a large spheroid cell filled by a single large drop.
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C. In certain regions, mediastinal, retroperitoneal, extensions to neck,
axillae and groins,, and interscapular region, although earlier the same
morphogenetic features are seen,, there, now appear typical multilocular cells,
characterized by numerous relatively small, fairly uniform droplets, pigment
in the cytoplasm and a g ~oss brown appearance. Similarity to '~ibernating
gland" microscopically is strong. No adequate chemical, histochemical or
developmental studies exist.

)

Tumors of multilocular fat cells were established as an entity by Brines
and Johnson in 1949, who applied the name hibernoma which, was, coined in 1914
by Gery. Such tumors usually occur in regions where the multilocular type of
fat is found. Novy and Wilson, 1956, observed that when hibernomas were
subcutaneous as in neck or axillae they were ~varmer than adjacent tissue due
to their greater blood supply. To my knowledge, no hibernoma has been reported
in the groin, although Sieber' and Heller, 1952, reported one in the popliteal
region and Cox, 1954, refers to cases reported in the left leg and thigh.
The gross relations of this lesion point to an avenue via the femoral canal
from the retroperitoneum, but long ago Hatai, 1902, reported multilocular fat
in the inguinal region. Thus, the origin of this tumor could be accounted
for in either of two ways. Novy and Wilson, 1956, have summarized some of
the physical, chemical, physiological and experimental differences in man and
animals:
Table of differences
~

Brown fat

White, fat

Crystallization
Phospholipids
Glycogen
Metabolism
Alarm reaction
Hypophysectomy
Adrenalectomy
Feeding thio-uracil
Androgen activity

Curving needles
Rich

Fusiform plates
Scant - none
II

It

Higher
Rapid loss
II

"

II

?

"
"
"

some

II

Lower
No change
tt

II

II

II

II

If

None

Sutherland, Callahan and Campbell, 1952, state the cells of the hibernoma they
examined were anisotropic in polarized light. Gross and Wood, 1953, described
the presence of' radial bundles of needles or crystals on examination with
crossed prisms.
Vellios, et alj refer to a case reported by Vanmeurs in which a hibernoma
in a, five month, old infant recurred four times over a period of 20 months,
eventually becoming composed of mature monolocular fat. Sutherland, et al,
refer to a case reported by Symmers which was possibly malignant.

J

In summary, there are many notable differences between brown multilocular
and white fat. 'Vhether brown fat is a temporary stage in the development of
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white fat., whether it is a different form of fat which may undergo transition
to white fat and what its special functions are, are problems largely
unanswered. This lesion is a hibernoma.
The problem is further complicated by the occurrence of less well
defined lesions in which lobules of mature mono~~cular fat cells are intermingled with lobules co~osed largely of multilocular fat cells. Photomicro•
graphs are shown of such a lesion excised from the right side of the neck of
a: female, 23 years old, who became aware of a swelling a few weeks before
admission. On excision~ the mass was not encapsulated or circumscribed and
was only partially excised. It lay beneath the platysma muscle and extended
deep beneath the trapezius muscle. The name 11 fatty fetalization of subcutaneous
tissue" has been applied. Infrequently but not rarely it is possible to
observe small co·llections of multilocular fat cells in the neck region and
around thymic remnants of young adults. Lack of knowledge of normal brown
and white fat precludes any explanation of tb!. significance· of lesions such
as this.
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A Caucasian female, 44 years old, was admitted complaining of a mass in
her lower inner right thigh. She noted it about six months before admission.
It had enlarged slowly. Her health was good, there was no history of trauma
and family history and systemic reviews were non-contributory. Surgical
removal 'V1as done thX"ough an exposure in the anteromedial portion of the lower
part. of the right thigh. The. tumor was located about. two inches above the
patella behind the quadriceps muscle and rested on the periosteum of the femur.
It peeled readily from the fascia of the musculature and the periosteum of the
femur. The patient has been examined periodically, and one year later there
has been neither physical nor x-ray evidence of recurrence.
The tumor was ovoid, encapsulated, and measured 7.5 x 4 x 3 em. in a
semi-fixed state. The capsular surface was smooth, pink-tan and glistening
and was, slightly lobulated. Surfaces made by section had a mot tied mosaic
appearance with greasy light yellow and fleshy soft pink zones. There was no
necrosis or hemorrhage.
Microscopic examination shows a fibrous capsule and rare septa with only
sparse, partial, coarse lobulation. The basic tissue is mature fat, occupied
by numerous irregular and often confluent islands of a richly cellular and
vascular tissue developing around large venous or fibrous~walled vessels.
The laxge vessels course directly through the fat and not in septa. The
cellular tissue is a jumbled array of stellate fusiform cells, many resembling
young fibroblasts, and a rich irregular capillary network. In addition,
multilocular cells, some with. notched nuclei, sparse fibrillary material~ and
occasional myxoid foci and sparse lymphocytic infiltrate are present. Mitoses
are very rare. Occasional large bizarre nuclei are present. There is no
invasion of the capsule.
Is this a proliferative mass or a true tumor? Fasciitis, nodular, prolif•
erative or just plain, identified and delimited by our own three K's, Keasby,
Konwaler~ and Kaplan, is well on the road to becoming the pathologist's
favorite indoor sport. Recently, Price, Silliphant, and Shuman, 1961 - 65
cases, Soule, June 1962 - 56 cases and Hutter, Stewart and Foote, September
1962 - 70 cases,, have reported exhaustively on this lesion.. There are
several reasons why I consider the mass under discussion. is not nodular
fasciitis. It is considerably larger than any described in the above
combined 191 case reports:: 7.5 em. versus the maximum. of 5.0 em. (Hutter,
et al). It is deeper than most such lesions. Finally, and most important,
if this mass represents fat being: invaded by fasciitis, it should show the
regular lobulation of normal fat, ~'lhich it does not.

)

It is a tumor, formed in part of mature, non-lobulated fat. The
exceedingly rich vascular component suggests angiolipoma. Howard and Helwig,
1960, reported a study of 288 lesions in 248 patients. About 16% of the
lesions were in the lower extremities. All were subcutaneous, the largest
was 3.8 em., the larger vessels lay in septa, and none of the vessels had
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smooth muscle elements in their walls. The deep location, a size twice that.
of the largest described lesion, and vessels with muscle in their walls not
coursing in septa are major differences between this tumor and the angiolipomas
described by Howard and Helwig. That there is a conspicuous angiomatous
component is evident, but there are also other features which indicate this is
a liposarcoma.
Holtz, 1958, and Enterline, Culberson, Rochlin, and Brady, 1960, reporting
on 23 and 53 cases, respectively, both found the thigh the commonest site,
where. these tumors usually arise from deep muscle fascia. The location of
this lesion and its size; the presence of illlllature lipocytes, of myxoid foci
and occasional large bizarre cells are features which, in, my opinion, warrant
the. diagnosis of liposarcoma.
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An 8 year old girl came to the hospital one day after falling and
injuring her right hip. X-ray studies showed a cystic lesion involving neck
and upper· shaft of the right femur·. The surgeon cut a window in the shaft
just below the greater trochanter and removed 24 grams of tissue in the fona
of' tightly packed lobules of grayish blue hyaline cartilage and brown friable
trabecular bone and fibrous stroma. The lesion extended from the. capital
epiphyseal plate proximally to the level of the lesser trochanter distally.
As of August 8, 1S62, four months after the operation, there was no roentgeno•
logic evidence of recurrence or extension of the lesion. The spica cast was
removed, and the patient could bear weight.

Microscopically the lesion consists of cartilage of the mature hyaline
type and fibrocellular tissue containing bone trabeculae. The masses of
cartilage often show a thin, incomplete peripheral zone of endochondral
ossification. In some areas there is marked ballooning of the cartilage cells
creating a superficial resemblance to chordoma: cells. Alcian Blue-PAS preparations show none of the rich glycogen content or mucinous intercellular matrix
commonly present in chordoma. The richly cellular fibrillar tissue shows some
vascular foci bordered by multinucleated giant cells. Predominant cell type
is stubby fusiform, with intercellular collagen; rare areas with stellate cells
occur. The bony trabeculae often border on large vascular spaces. They are
either young, or more. often older, lamellated and with cement lines. There
are almost no osteoblasts,, but there are occasional osteoclasts. A few
eosinophile and hemosiderin~containing macropbages are seen. No hemopoietic
marrow is present.
From available information, this is a solitary lesion., It has neither
x-ray, gross nor microscopic features of malignancy. The differential diagnosis
lies between solitary central enchondroma and monostotic fibrous dysplasia of
bone. As seen in the sections, the lesional tissue consists of masses of
cartilage with some marginal ossification, and masses of fibrous and fibre•
osseous tissue. If the. material made available is representative, the absence
of hemopoietic marrow, to be expected within. the neck of the femur of a child
of 8,, means complete replacement by the lesion; nor can the fibrocellular
tissue be interpreted as response to an injury suffered the previous day4
Drawing upon the monographs by Lichtenstein, 1959, and Jaffe, 1958, it may be
stated that solitary enchondroma occurs usually between 10 and 50 years, of age,,
fibrous dysplasia, in childhood; enchondroma equally in males1 and fenteles,
fibrous dysplasia 2 to 3 times more o£ten in. females; solitary enchondroma
most often in hand bones, monostotic fibrous dysplasia most often in the femur.
The x-ray features of solitary enchondroma are typically a slightly cloudy
radiolucent lesion, with slight focal or no expansion, vague trabeculation and
spots of radio"opacity. The x-ray features of monostotic fibrous dysplasia
are, in a lesion with cartilage, an expanding trabeculated radiolucent lesion
with cloud~like puffy shadows and no spots of radio-opacity. MOnostotic
fibrous dysplasia developing next to an epiphysis may have cartilage so abundant
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it constitutes a striking feature of the lesion. "An enchondroma,"' states
Jaffe, "never shows fibrous or fibro•osseous tissue within its constituent
cartilage." A spindle-celled fibrous tissue with its metaplastic bone
trabeculae often bordering on vascular spaces, tliough overshadowed by the
more abundant cartilage is the clue to the nature of the lesion - one first
recognized and set apart as an entity by Lichtenstein in 1933 - fibrous
dysplasia of monostotic type.
References:
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A Negress, 26 years old, was admitted with a tender, firm mass in the
right parietal region about 5 to 6 em. in diameter and 2 to 3 em. in height.
Seven years ago she injured the right side of her head in an automobile
accident with palpable mass and intermittent headache thereafter. Recently
she again fell and injured the same area, after which tenderness and continuous
headache were present. Other than the local lesion described, physical
examination and special neurological studies showed no abnormalities. X-ray
studies disclosed an ovoid filling defect in the right parietal bone apparently
originating from the diploe,, with a sharp, dense sclerotic margin, displacing
but not eroding the inner table. The mass was extiq>ated, described by the
surgeon as having a central cavity filled with red-brown fluid resembling old
blood, inner margins of necrotic tiss.ue, and a, firm, gray, rubbery wall, 0.1
to 0.4 em. thick. The patient was discharged February 1962. As of July ?3,
1962, the operative site was well healed, and there was no' evidence of
recurrence. She had minimal dyssynergia of the left upper extremity.

)

Microscopically, a richly cellular tissue is: the basic component. Its
cells are ill-defined, stellate or fusiform as best as can be seen. The
nuclei vary in size and, shape, but not in staining or internal structure;
about one mitosis per two high-dry fields is seen. Reticulin formation is
extremely scant, and no' collagen formation is seen. There is transition from
this type of tissue to, foci which are hyalin, at times osteoid in appearance
and focally calcified; at other times containing bordering or entrapped
chondroid foci and occasionally with myxoid zones. In some areas there are
numerous multinucleated giant cells always bordering on vascular spaces.
Along one margin the richly cellular tissue borders on a dense collagenous
layer which it infiltrates slightly.
The process of formation of cartilage from mesenchyme is initiated by
multiplication and crowding of cells; formation of reticule-collagen fibers
by the cells and secretion of acid mucopolysaccharide cement substance which
quickly masks the reticulo ..collagen fibers. At an early stage and for a short
period of time, the cells round up and enlarge becoming chondroblasts; as,
they become isolated, enclosed and spread apart by the cement substance, they
become chondrocytes in lacunae, with a capsular rim of acid mucopolysaccharide.
Under certain conditions, chondrocytes may hypertrophy, secrete alkaline
phosphatase, derive phosphate via phosphorylase from contained glycogen and
thus induce deposition of calcium phosphate salts~, leading to isolation, and
death of the cells. These account for all of the features characteristic of
chondroblastoma.
The same mesenchymal cells with a richer blood supply form osteoblasts
which secrete or cause to be formed collagen and cement substance; the latter
being relatively less, the matrix has the acidophilic appearance of collagen.
Osteoblasts secrete alkaline phosphatase, but the product of ionic concentra-
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tion of calcium and phosphorus must be sufficiently high for special calcium
phosphates to be precipitated - as hydroxyapatite crystals arranged coperiodically with and within collagen fibers. mtondroblasts may become
osteoblasts given adequate blood supply.

)

The present lesion is composed basically of mesenchymal cells. Staining
with Alcian-Blue and PAS before and after enzymatic digestion~ reveals a rich
glycogen content in many of the cells, patches of acid mucopolysaccharide
matrix in places enclosing rounded cells with typical lacunar and capsular
formation characteris.tic of chondroid tissue and entrapped chondroblasts and
chondrocytes in hyalin osteoid. Focal granular calcification is seen but not
in a manner characteristic of· chondroblastoma. Instead of occurring in
chondroblasts in zones of degeneration and necrosis of such cells, the calcification occurs principally in the central and marginal portions of the
hyalin foci. Were it not for the description of a series of unusual chondroid
tumors of bone by Lichteastein and Bernstein in 1959', I would have classified
this tumor as an atypical chondroblastoma. The parietal bone is a membrane
bone with no cartilage formed during its development. So far as I know, a
chondroblastoma has' yet to be described in the parietal bone. The mesenchymal
component" the multinuc-leated giant cells related to vascular spaces and the
occasional chondroblasts "are·consistent with a diagnosis of chondroblastoma.
However) the hyalin and osteqid foci and! the calcification in this tumor
differ., The aforementioned au~hors have described a category which they
label, 11poorly differentiated (mesenchymal) chondroid tumors." A slightly
differentiated mesenchyme, a prominent. content of giant cell macrophages
related to vascular channels or extravasations of blood" and differentiated
foci which may be chondroid or more hyalin and partially calcified are
characteristics described by them which are present in this lesion. Follow•
up data available to them in their four cases, limited, do not indicate
aggressive behavior on the part of the tumor.
My diagnosis is poorly-differentiated mesenchymal chondroid tumor of the
parietal bone.
Reference:
Lichtenstein, L. and Bemstein, D. Unusual benign and malignant chondroid
tumors of bone; survey of some mesenchymal cartilage tumors and malignant
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A female, age 66, had a symptomless firm movable nodule in the upper
inner quadrant of the left breast. No axillary nodes were felt.. Initial
removal of the mass with surrounding fat was followed by en bloc removal of
breast, axillary tail, axi l lary· nodes and pectoral fascia. Gross examination showed a mass of glistening pale yellow friable tissue, 2 em. in diameter.
Microscopic examination shows partially lobulated non-encapsulated tumor.
Although somewhat circumscribed, there is marginal invasion of stroma of
breast, but none of vessels . Highly pleomorphic cells are scattered in an
abundant matrix. They are medium to giant, with eosinophilic granular,
thready or vacuolated cytoplasm. The nuclei are pleomorphic, often hyper•
chromatic or pyknotic, and contain large nucleoli. Mitoses, infrequent, are
highly atypical-,. Degeneration and necrosis1 are common. The matrix is chondromucoid and stains. strongly with Alcian Blue before or after digestion
with hyaluronidase.
Study of numerous sections showed no epithelial or carcinomatous foci,
or residual adenofibrosis. There was no tumor in the regional lymph nodes.
No evidence of recurrence or metastasis was found as of late May 1962.
The resemblance of areas of the tumor to cartilage, and of major· portions
to chondrosarcomas elsewhere, establishes the lesion as a chondrosarcoma.
Liposarcomas may show considerable myxoid tissue, but not chondroid; and, as
pointed out by Winslow and Enzinger, the Alcian, Blue-positive myxoid tissue
of liposarcomas is sensitive to hyaluronidase, whereas the matrix of cartilage
is not.. I have been unable to find a recorded case of pure chondrosarcoma,
which this appears to be. In January 1962, Curran and Dodge reported a
study of 39 sarcomas of the breast with definite origin from fibroadenoma in
16, and 11probably so" for the remaining 23. In 4 of these, chondroid foci
were present. Berg, et al, March 1962, discuss 86 primary sarcomas of the
breast, and refer briefly to chondroid foci in some cystosarcomas and in the
rare carcinosarcomas. Clerici and Veronesi, 1955, observed osteochondromatous
components in 7 of 4720 cases, an incidence of 0.15%. They consider such foci
to arise by metaplasia, or from pre-existing fibroadenoma. Anda, 1948,
described what he termed a mixed tumor, consisting of a cellular fibroma with
myxoid and chondroid areas.
Whatever the origin may have been in this patient - metaplasia of
epithelial cells or alterative differentiation of fibroblasts,, this tumor is
now - j udging from many sections, a pure chondrosarcoma.

_)
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A Caucasian male, 74 years. old, underwent surgical removal of a tumor
he had noted for about one year as a swelling at the angle of the jaw on the.
left side. For· the past six. years he was known to have had carcinoma of the
prostate gland. The surgeon removed an encapsulated tumor in the posterior
part of the superficial portion of the left parotid salivary gland together
with partially-enclosing, normal-appearing salivary gland tissue. Gross
examination showed a bulbous lesion about 2.5 x 2 x 2 em. partially encapsulated from the salivary gland tissue. The internal portion of the tumor was
variegated blue-tan.

)

Microscopic examination shows a tumor conforming in most respects to a
typical mixed salivary gland tumor. Marginally there are thin to thick
convoluted branching and anastomosing cords of small polygonal cells with
small round to oval uniform nuclei. There are transitions f~om these to
stellate and. fusifo~ cells which lie in a matrix of mucoid and muco•chondroid
appearance. Much of the: tumor is delimited by a thick fibrous layer from
adjoining parotid salivary gland, but there are focal disruptions of this
layer by tumor and there are tumor foci, non-delimited,, in adjoining lobules
of salivary gland tissue. Staining with AB·PAS without and with preliminary
enzyme digestion, shows granules in duct cells and duct lumens but not in the
acini of the parotid, and after preliminary digestion the granules are absent.
Granular material staining in similar fashion and reacting similarly to
preliminary enzyme treatment is seen in ducts, cell mssses and scattered cells
of the tumor. In some portions of the matrix of the tumor, microconcrements
of moruloid contour are present.. In H & E: preparations they are translucent
light brown centrally and light pink peripherally. Examined by doubly•
polarized light, they do not transmit light. Phase contrast microscopy shows
them to consist in. part of irregular ovoid or globular masses andJ in. part,
of radially arranged relatively thick, short, longitudinal masses. A
reticulin stain shows slight but definite reticulin fiber formation in the
tumor.
The histologic diagnosis of this tumor is no problem. It is a mixed
tumor of parotid salivary gland demonstrating well,, slightly aggressive local
growth and possibly local spread or multicentric origin. Of interest are the
histologic features of this tumor to be compared with those of' Case #24~
Ace. 112387; and the presence of microcrements. Regarding the latter, Bullock,
1953, observed and described for the first time the presence of such concrementous bodies in a mixed tumor of the parotid gland. A study of the
refractive index and an intense reaction with Millon's reagent indicated they
consisted principally, if not entirely, of tyrosine~ The Millon reaction is
due to the presence in a protein molecule of the hydroxy-phenyl group. In
tissues the only known amino acid containing the hydroxy ...phenyl group is1
tyrosine. The color is dependent upon production of a nitrosophenol compound
into which bivalent mercury ion is introduced by chelation. A majority of
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epithelial and many other cells contain the amino acid tyrosine, which may
well be the source of the concrements here present. Recalling that thyroxine
is developed by the thyroid gland from tyrosine, and bearing in mind the
possible physiological role of the salivary gland in regulating iodine
metabolism, there may be more than a fortuitous connection between the
presence of tyrosine-containing concrements and the salivary gland origin of
this tumor"
Reference:
Bullock,
matrix.
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A Negress, 32 years old, presented with a lump on the dorsum of the left
foot that she had noted for about two years. During the past 10 months, the
lump, enlarged and was mildly painful when she wore shoes or bore '~eight. The
lump lay over the 3rd and 4th metatarsals. It was non-tender, fixed on the
deep side and did not move with the tendon. X-rays, showed a lesion interpreted as expanding, with destructive changes of the 4th and the lateral
aspect of the 3rd metatarsals. The sharp bone margins were consistentwith
a, lesion eKternal to the bone. Surgical exploration and removal showed the
tumor consisted of a superficial portion of encapsulated, lobulated reddishblue tissue connected by its undersurface to a smaller, deeper white opaque
mass responsible for the erosion of the metatarsals., The surgeon believed he
was, able to excise it completely and applied a bone graft from the lower tibia
to the defective region of the metatarsals. Two months later there was, no
evidence of recurrence.

)

The tumor is lobulated by pre,• existing tendineo-fascial fibrous tissue.
It has abundant myxoid matrix and some areas of denser almost hyalin matrix;,
none is completely like hyalin cartilage matrix.1 Cells on the average are
moderate in number, and tending to be numerous at the periphery and relatively
sparse in the centers of the pseudo-lobules. They occur in sheets or cords
and sometimes, in a cribriform arrangement suggestive of gland-like spaces.
The cells are either closely packed or possibly syncytial~ of small to
medium size and usually polygonal or irregular., Only rarely are round,
stellate~ or spindle shapes seen. There is a moderate amount of cytoplasm
which is acidophilic and finely granular but in no place fibrillar. The
nuclei vary much in shape, but show uniform internal pattern and staining~,
and only occasional small nucleoli.. No mitoses are seen. There are
occasional foci of hemorrhage. At the border, there is occasionally irregular,
slight penetration of the fibrous tissue; there are several foci showing
involvement of skeletal muscle at its junction in the tendinous or fascial
tissue. No cutaneous components are seen.
Lesions which merit consideration on clinical grounds such as nodular
tenosynovitis, synovioma, fibroma, and chondroma are excluded by microscopic
structure. The skin of the dorsum of the foot rests directly on underlying
tendons, muscles, and bones with only a thin areolar layer intervening. The
tumor is in tissue of muscular, tendinous and fascial nature in which it may
have arisen or into which it may have grot~. The location, relationships,
gross appearance and microscopic structure necessitate consideration of
chondrosarcoma and mixed tumor of skin. In their pioneering paper on
chondrosarcoma of the extra-skeletal soft tissues, Stout and Verner, 1953,
described seven cases of which one lgas in the same location as this tumor.,
There was no recurrence two years. after local removal. Each case studied by
them showed either some typical hyalin cartilage or stellate or rounded
chondroblasts.. In my opinion, the cells of this tumor are inconsistent with
chondrosarcoma. They occur most commonly in solid masses, cords, or cribriform
arrangement. There is no fibrillation of cytoplasm, and the nuclei vary much

)
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more in shape than those of mesenchymal tissue. Alcian Blue-PAS preparations
afford no help. Histochemical studies of chondral and mucoid tissues,
normal or neoplastic. of either epithelial or connective tissue origin, as
reported by Lennox, Pearse, and Richards, 1952,. Yates and Paget, 1952, and
Laffargue and Streit, 1960, show them to react in similar fashion. Hirsch
and Helwig, 1961, have sho~m by electron microscope and x-ray diffraction
studies that collagen is present in the matrix of mixed tumors of skin, for
which they prefer the term chondroid syringoma.

)

Of what significance is the location of this tumor and the lack of
attachment to the skin in regard to its possibly being a mixed tumor of skin?
Lennox, et al, 1952, observed 8 of 55 cases in the lower extremity;, Stout and
Gorman, 1959, 19 of 134 in the lower extremity, 7 of these in the foot; and
Hirsch and Helwig, 1961. 11 of 158 in the lower extremity, 4 of these in the
foot. The location in the foot is not uncommon. Such tumors are usually
fixed to the skin and movable over underlying structures. However, Stout
and Gorman report one case on the medial aspect of the left tibia below the
knee which lay beneath the deep fascia and indented tibia.. Dutra,, 1960,
described a mixed tumor of salivary gland type on the lateral aspect of the
right thigh fixed to the fascia lata. Hirsch and Helwig observed that in
mixed tumors of the extremities, in contrast to those of the head, neck, ~
and trunk, the cells occur in sheets and islands with little or no ductal
differentiation. Finally, judging from reported cases, mixed tumors, in places
other than in the salivary glands, are commoner than extra-skeletal soft part
chondrosarcomas.. On the ba~is of the appearance and arrangement of the cells
in this tumor, as well as the compatibility of its location with previously
described cases, I consider it to, be a mixed tumor of skin which has grown
into the immediately subjacent interosseous tissues.
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A. Caucasian female, 75 years old, presented with a swelling below the
right jaw and behind the right ear present for about one year. It enlarged
gradually to the size of a walnut. It was relatively movable. There was no
adenopathy. A tumor, diagnosed adenocarcinoma,, was removed from. the right
parotid gland four years previously. The present mass was removed without
difficulty. As of' August 15, 1962, one year and five months later, there was
no recurrence and the patient w·as. well.
The tumor was an irregular, slightly lobulated, rubbery brown mass,
about 3.5 em. in maximum dimension.
In the surfaces made by section, the
tissue was homogeneous.
Microscopic examination sholoJS a tumor consisting of very large polyhedral or rounded cells with unusually distinct cell membranes, abundant
granular or fibrillar cytoplasm and small nuclei either immediately next to
the cell membrane or in the interior. Nucleoli are moderately prominent.
There are no mitoses. Many cells show large non-staining areas in the
cytoplasm. There is a scant incomplete reticular framework.. Alcian BluePAS stains show numerous PAS~positive. granules in the cytoplasm; and these
are almost entirely removed by preliminary en~ymatic treatment.
The differential diagnosis of this tumor involves hibernoma, granular
cell myoblastoma and rhabdomyoma. Hibernoma may contain solid granular
cells not unlike these, but vacuolated cells are also present, and in some
of these notched nuclei of Plaut will be seen. The cells are smaller, they
are mononucleart they have far fewer PAS-positive granules, and the granules
resist digestion.
Granular cell myoblastoma, to which the present lesion bears a strong
resemblance, differs in the following respects: The cells are smaller, the:
cell membranes are far less distinct and the PAS-positive granules resist
digestion (Bangle, 1952; Fisher and Wechsler, 1962; and Krieg, 1962). The
attempts of Krieg to link granular cell myoblastoma and muscle, one of many
of such, bears critical reading.
By searching enough fields, it is possible to find cross striated fibrils ..
These plus the digestible nature of the granules., indicate this is a benign
muscle tumor, a rhabdomyoma. An almost identical case was presented at the
seminar of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists in September, 1960 from the right submandibular region of a female, 65 years old. Parsons and
Puro, 1955, described an identical tumor in a male 74 years old. It, too,
was located high in the neck in the left sternohyoid muscle, extending from
the carotid sheath laterally to the midline anteriorly. The mass had been
present since at least age 15,, with biopsy in 1934 when the patient was 49
years old, and called a probable thymoma; and when finally removed, measured
10 x 6 x 3 em. Misch, 1958, described an identical tumor in. the tongue of a
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female, 21 years old. It was knoY1tl to have been present for three years,, was
readily removed and no recurrence was noted during a follow-up of four years.
He was able to find five previous cases of similar lesions in the tongue
described in the literature.
Despite strictures such as those of Bangle, 1952,, and Stout, 195>3, benign
rhabdomyomas do occur. The massive clear spaces are reminiscent of cardiac
rhabdomyoma, perhaps not entirely amiss considering the cervical origin of
the heart. Horn, 1960, remarks most of those he has seen were in the head
and neck. Perhaps branchiomeric and somitic head mesoderm, being in a state
of relatively recent and marked phylogenetic change, is responsible for these.
The location of this tumor, if of branchiomeric mesodermal origin$ would
coincide with derivatives of the second arches (Patten).

)

Certain recent developments are of interest re diagnosis, broader understanding and possible wider application. Pressman and associates, 1961,
prepared a fluorescein•labeled anti-myosin serum. Three embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas reacted, but three typical pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcomas did not.
They then made tissue cultures, of normal skeletal muscle cells and were able
to show a shift in these cells, from production of myosin to production of
connective tissue elements, during which process some cells sho~·1ed production
of both. This may explain rhabdomyosarcoma which does not react with antimyosin serum. One looks hopefully for the commercial development of these
and other fluorescein-labeled antisera to, help in the diagnosis of poorly
differentiated tumors.,
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A Caucasian female~ 89 years old, died after being hospitalized primarily
for heart disease and pyelonephritis for about six months. She also suffered
from severe deafness of unknown duration and symptoms of weakness and agita~
tion considered due to arteriosclerosis.. One day she collapsed, became,
comatose and died in 24 hours.. At autopsy there were two sharply circumscribed tumors in the cranial cavity. One tumor, 3.8 x 2.8 x 2 em., was fixed
to the left 12th cranial nerve" the left vertebral artery, and the dura at the
foramen magnum. The second somewhat smaller tumor lay at the left cerebellopontine angle, fixed to the left 8th nerve as it entered the internal auditory
meatus. The anterior· wall of the stomach contained three small tumors, and
there were three subserosa! tumors of the body of the uterus. The right
kidney showed pyelonephritis.
Microscopic examination of the tumor associated with. the 8th nerve shows
it to consist of irregular interlacing bundles of only partly defined spindleshaped cells, whorls of cells, psammoma bodies and pseudo-psammoma bodies.
Intercellular fibrillar material, both reticulin and collagen, is moderately
abundant. No' changes suggestive of malignancy are seen. Microscopic examination of the tumor associated with the 12th nerve shows it to consist of
irregular agglomerations of short pl~~p spindle cells and irregular polygonal
round or oval forms at times in syncytial sheets. There are a few whorls but
no, psammoma bodies. A nerve fascicle is seen surrounded by tumor in one of'
the sections. Fibrillar material is much less abundant.
The structure of these tumors excludes possible relationship to the
gastric or uterine tumors which microscopic examination showed to be
leiomyomas. Their fixation to the 8th and 12th left cranial nerves much more
than
their microscopic structure necessitates distinction from neurofibroma.
II
Zulch, 1957, and Kepes and Kernohan, 1959, stressed the following different:fa. 1.
structural features: Meningiomas show concentric, laminated cell whorls,
neurofibromas do not; meningiomas show calcified psammoma bodies in the
interior, neurofibromas a few at the periphery. Meningiomas show shorter,
plumper cells~ sheets of cells often with indistinct cell borders and more
sharply delimited nuclear membranes. Neurofibromas show longer spindleshaped nuclei~ true palisading, A and B types of tissue and fatty degeneration.
Features present in these tumors indicate they are meningiomas.

)

The occurrence of two tumors is not uncommon, multiple meningiomas havin~
been reported by many, e.g., Tatter and Ives, 1956 and Russell and Rubinstein,
1959. The latter authors found multiple tumors most commonly in old women
such as this patient. According to these authors, discussing the topography
of meningiomas, the favorite sites in the posterior cranial fossa are the
foramen magnum and the posterior aspect of the petrous bone. It is the
attachment to the nerves which is unusual. After a long initial period
during which it was believed that meningiomas arose from the inner part of
the dura> and accordingly were often called aural endotheliomas, it is now
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generally agreed that they come from the arachnoid, particularly that part
facing the dura. Parenthetically, the observation by Klose, 1960, of oxytalan
fibers (fibers described and named by Fullmer and Lillie, 1958) in the inner
layer of the dura. mater and in meningiomas is rocking the concept of arachnoid
origin. Meningiomas are frequently fixed to the dura and not infrequently·
do not show an attachment to the arachnoid. As cranial nerves emerge from
the brain, they become covered. by arachnoid and pursue, a short to sometimes
long course in the subdural spac~ finally piercing the, dura and acquiring a
sheath from it. Neurofibromas arise from nerve trunk constituents and
obviously, therefore, implicate the nerve of origin in their growth.
Meningiomas arise from outer arachnoid, and nerves such as the 8th which
pursues a relatively long course in the subdural space, or the 12th which has
a whole series of rootlets pursuing a long course in the subdural space,
afford ample opportunity for development. of a meningioma which encloses part
or all of them.

)

Certain recent histochemical, microscopic and electron microscopic
studies of meningiomas merit brief mention. Bllttger, 1959, has shown that
PAS-positive reactions were the same in 45 meningiomas of various histological
types, thus attesting to their basic unity., Kepes, in reports in April and
October 1961, found the electron microscC)pe structure of tumor cells the
same whether the tumors were meningothelia1 or fibroblastic. The cells had
straight or interdigitating membranes, and the cytoplasm contained bundles of
fine uniform fibrils of submicroscopic size which were always curved in cells
in whorls, but occasionally in cells outside whorls, suggesting that fibril·
whorling was responsible for cell-whorling. His studies led him to conclude
that psammoma bodies, are formed entirely of cells at first, arranged in whorls;
centrally a material hyaline by ordinary light microscopy is seen which by
electron microscopy consists of collagen, mitochondria, and fragments. of
cytoplasmic fibrils. He considers the collagen fibers, as well as the
reticulin fibers present, to be derived from the meningothelial cells.
Following hyalinization, calcification occurs. He distinguishes pseudopsammoma bodies by lack of concentric lamination with intercellular collagen
and reticulin;, a much more strongly positive PAS reaction;, and a composition
entirely of hyaline material. Klose, 1961, emphasizes that some psammoma
bodies form about blood vessels which can be well demonstrated by means, of
elastic stains.
Despite the rarity of attachment of meningiomas to cranial nerves, these
tumors are meningiomas.
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A newborn Caucasian female exhibited a mass, 5 to 6 inches in diameter,
at, the base of the spine, extending to the anal orifice. It was about 2/3 the
size of the infant's head, covered. with hairless skin, tinged blue and soft.
The labia were hypertrophied. Neu~ological studies showed no abnormalities.
X-ray examination showed a soft tissue mass extending from the midline of the
pelvis posteriorly, containing a few irregular flecks of calcification. Five
hours after birth, the tumor was removed readily by dissection through a plane
external to the capsule over the dorsal surface of the sacrum. Attachments to
the posterior wall of the rectum by a pedicle not involving the sphincter, and
11
high and anterior to the coccyx" were separated without difficulty. The postoperative course was uneventful, and the infant was discharged nine days after
delivery. No follow-up is available at this time, approximately one year and
ten months after surgery.
The tumor examined grossly, 12 x 7.5 x 7 em., was soft, rubbery and
nodular, and covered in part by skin and in part by a membrane of fibrous
nature. Surfaces made by sectioning showed cystic, septal, and solid portions,
the latter white to pink and soft to fiDn. There was mucin in many of the
cysts. Cartilaginous particles occurred in a yellow focus of calcification
about 3 em. in diameter. Microscopic examination of available sections shows
a variety of mature and some immature partially organized tissues. Ectodermal
derivatives, particularly neural, comprise the major portion; entodermal and
mesodermal derivatives are also present. There is an. abundance of spongio•
blastic neural tissue including, also numerous neural canals, choroid
plexuses, occasional nerve cells of central type, rare peripheral ganglia and
nerves. Skin and partially matured appendages, are present. Entodermal
derivatives. include mucosa of esophageal, gastric, and intestinal types;
clusters of serous glands with. one pancreatic focus; questionable liver and
possibly gallbladder; and respiratory mucosa. Mesodermal derivatives include
fibrous tissue,. fat, smooth muscle, a focus of developing cartilage and
questionable primitive skeletal, muscle. There are a number of areas in the
spongy form of neural tissue which are excessively and, richly cellular. These
may be either central type of neuroblasts or actual spongioblasts. That they
are immature is suggested by the absence of identifiable and definite neurons
or glia and the frequent presence of associated neural canals.
The studies of Gross,, Clatworthy, and Meeker, 1951, and Hickey and Layton,
are important contributions to the problems involved. Sacrococcygeal
teratomas are the commonest of the teratomas of infants and children and are
about four times as common in females as in males. The first reported case,
with little likelihood that priority will be disputed, is to be found. in a
Babylonian cuneiform tablet from Chaldes, 2,000 B. c. Among the more interesting of the. explanations as to why the lesion is more common in females is a
quotation from Aristotle, "The first mistake of nature was in creating a
female. 11 Very early in embryonic life, when. the future individual is little
1954~
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more than a minute oval. disk, a focus of extremely rapid growth of cells
appears which results in a small protrusion known as Hensen's node. A
growing streak of cells develops from this node, and as, soon as it appears,
orientation of the embryonic disk is possible with the node being at the
anterior end of the streak and the streak in the midline. It is, called the
primitive streak (Patten; Gross~ et al). This linear zone of tremendous
growth activity, appearing very rapidly at 13 to 14 days after fertilization,
is the region in which sacrococcygeal teratomas arise. A cord of cells which
grows from the cephalic end of the primitive streak gives rise to the notochord.
According to some, an evanescent connection, the neurenteric, canal, puts the
primitive gut and the developing neural tube in communication. Differential
growth rates result in a caudal shift of these structures and later a
relative cephalic shift of the lower end of the spinal cord, but original
relations are indicated by the filum terminate, attached to, the tip of the
spinal cord proximally and the distal end of the vertebral column and lower
dorsal aspect of the rectum caudally. Sacrococcygeal teratomas, may possibly
arise from misdirected cells of the primitive streak or from straggling
remnants of the neurenteric canal. Gross, et al, quoting Bremer, suggest
that the 5~15 day prolongation of differentiation of the ovary, the male
gonad differentiates at 31-34 days, the female gonad at 39-50 days,, from, the
primitive genital gland originating from the primitive knot accounts for the
increased incidence in the female.
Sacrococcygeal teratomas are most commonly observed at birth or shortly
thereafter. They have been seen as early as in a three month fetus and are
rarely observed in adults. They range in size from a few em., to as big as
the, head or larger;, may be solid, cyatic or more commonly both and are usually
covered by hairless skin. They often grow up into the hollow of the sacrum,
but push aside rather than invade adjacent organs. Most commonly they can be
completely removed unless they are. malignant. If they are observed to grow
at about the same rate as the host, they are probably benign; if malignant
they tend to grow more rapidly, and both invade locally and metastasize. The
observation that they are. somewhat commoner in twins or in families with a
history of twinning has been used to support the contention that the sacrococcygeal teratoma may be. a maldeveloped twin.
Clinical differential diagnosis must be made principally from meningocele
and chordoma. Presence of calcification on x-ray examination, absence of
sacral defect, absence of increased size on crying and absence of neurological
changes in the legs serve to distinguish it from meningocele. Chordomas are
much rarer, much commoner in males and destroy regional bone.

) )

Malignancy occurs in about 20 to 25% of cases. The studies of Hickey
and Layton indicate that four months of age is a cri~ical dividing line. They
observed that of 25 tumors removed after four months of age. 16 were biologically malignant, while only 2 of 38 removed before four months were malignant.
Occurrence of malignancy after five years of age is rare. However, malignancy
does occur· in adults, e.g., Marcuse» 1959, reported a lesion in a female, age
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59, a sacrococcygeal teratoma with metastases most closely simulating
cborionepitbelioma9 The most common forms of malignant tumor· arising in
sacrococcygeal teratomas are ~arious forms of carcinoma, some of which are
papillary in form and may well be neuroepithelial in origin; malignant neural
tissue or neuroblastoma are next in frequency.
The richly cellular neural foci in this case represent, as stressed by
Willis, 1951, a malignant feature. Their scattered and limited nature leaves
in doubt the outcome for the patient, and judging by the experience of Hickey
and Layton, prompt removal may have been life saving. In my opinion, this
lesion, a sacrococcygeal teratoma, is histologically malignant.
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A Caucasian female, 82 years old, presented with a large mass situated
on the lateral surface of the left hip region showing ulceration of the
overlying skin. It had been present several years. It moved freely with the
skin over underlying tissues. It -;·1as renwved with a wide margin of surrounding
skin and, as of August 1962, six months later, there was no evidence of
recurrence.
It was a spherical tumor, about 10 :c. 9.5 em.,, with a pseudo ... capsule of
fibrous tissue and subcutaneous fat. One part of it showed an ellipse of skin,
12 x 9 em., with a central ulcer, 2.5 x 1 em. Sections showed partially
lobulated, uniform tan-white surfaces. The cutaneous ulcer was not related to
the tumor.
Microscopic examination shows, the tumor to consist of branching epithelial
cords in afibrocellular stroma. The cords are formed of organized stratified
squamous epithelium. The peripheral cells, approximately colunmar, are
radially oriented; the central cells are polygonal, in mosaic arrangement,
with well developed. intercellular bridges. Foci of keratinization and some
calcification, with some perifocal keratohyalin, and occasional gland-like
spaces "t~ith threads of Alcian Blue-positive material are seen. In some of
the cord~ cell condensations and orientat~ons reminiscent of early stages of
follicle development occur. No, papillae are seen. Demarcation from stroma
is complete.

)

One area shows larger cords of more densely packed cells
mitotic figures.

.

)

~nth

occasional

This massive lesion consists, of cords resembling early and slightly
later stages of hair follicle development. Most of them simulate the earliest
stages of epidermal down-growth seen during the 3rd and 4th months of fetal
life (Patten). Occasional cell condensations may be compared with the earliest
proliferations normally occurring at the deep end of the fetal follicle
presaging hair formation. Keratinization with and without perifocal
keratohyalin suggests, formation of both soft and hard keratin (Ham), normally
present in hairs, medulla and cortex respectively. The occasional gland-like
spaces, with thready acid mucopolysaccharide, a change not infrequent in basal
cell carcinoma,. offers, a clue to the nature of mixed skin tumors. This
material was resistant to enzyme digestion.. This is not a degenerative
phenomenon ... witness the absence of regressive changes in the surrounding
epithelial cells; nor is it a stromal derivative, Lund notwithstanding.
Keasbey's pleuripotential basal cell hypothesis (Bullock) does much to explain
such phenomenon. One focus in one of four sections available shows a cluster
of cords of basal cell carcinoma characterized by increased cellularity, lack
of differentiation seen in other cords and mitotic figures. Zelickson, 1962,,
studied basal cell carcinomas, normal basal cells and undifferentiated hair
follicles with the electron microscope. The cells of basal cell carcinoma
differed from normal basal cells~ he reported~ in the following ways:
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Increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, f~~er intracellular filaments and
desmosomes, occasional areas of highly convoluted cell membrane but no
microvilli and much less, endocytoplasmic reticulum. The cells of undifferentiated hair follicle matrix showed certain striking similarities to the
cells of basal cell epithelioma; large nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, minimal
filaments, highly folded cell membranes, few desmosomes and minimal endocytoplasmic reticulum. The tumor cells differed from the undifferentiated hair
follicle matrix cells in having more varied shapes of mitochondria and a
peculiar paranuclear structure, not further identified. In my opinion, this
quite unique tumor is largely a beni&l fetal tricho-epithelioma, with focal
basal cell carcinoma.
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A Caucasian boy, 8 years old, experienced a sudden onset of crampy
abdominal pain with intermittent recurrences associated with vomiting for a
period of three weeks. Physical examination revealed moderate tenderness in
the left flank and a palpable large, firm, oval mass. At laparotomy a mass,,
huge in comparison to the size of the bo~was seen between the leaves of the
mesentery at a level between pancreas and kidney~ reaching almost to the small
intestine. The tumor was freed from a stalk containing many vessels and was
completely excised without having to remove any portion of the intestine.
The tumor was encapsulated, ovoid~ and bosselated, weighed. 458 grams and
was 12 em. in greatest diameter. On section, it bled freely losing about
200 cc. of fresh as well as old chocolate-colored blood. The substance
remaining was a spongy network of sinuses containing blood and about 6 - 8
solid yellow foci, approximately 1 em. in diameter.
Approximately five months after the. operation, the boy was. doing well.

)

Microscopic examination shows the. tumor to consist of a congeries of
mainly large but also small tortuous vascular spaces1 including lymphatics.
The spaces are formed of endothelium and an irregular muscle layer, with
varying but mainly slight fibrosis. Some of the, abnormal vascular channels
also show elastic fibers. There are independent irregular bundles of smooth
muscle,, areas of fibrous tissue, small scattered either edematous or myxoid
foci, lymphoid foci, and occasional lymph nodes as well as irregular islands
of fat. There are also, nerves. All elements are mature except for rare
immature fat cells.
Obviously a lesion of vessels and smooth muscle, with lymphocyt~ fat
and nerves as possible additional components, the discussion first revolves
about terminology. Shall this be called a hemangioma, an angioleiomyoma, an
angiomyolipoma, or is something to· be gained by classifying it as a
mesenchymoma (benign) ? Quoting from LeBer and Stout, 1962: In ua paper
dealing with tumors of blood vessels such tumors were called venous hemangioma
with metaplasia (fat, bone, smooth muscle ( • • • • ) bone marrow). Obviously,
this was an unjustified attitude, because it assumed these were really tumors
of blood vessels; actually they were mixed mesenchymal tumors with all of the
elements participating in the growth." This. is a unifying concept which
affords a rational basis for grouping tumors in which a vascular component
is prominent but varied, and in which the number and variety of additional
components necessitates neither redoubtable hyphenated terms nor neglect.
Hyde, White, and Stout reported a somewhat similar mesenteric. ~se in
1950; Hellstrom and. Fisher, a retroperitoneal lesion of this type in 1959.
Both of these, and the present lesion, could be removed surgically, and so
were, without affecting the blood supply of the related portions of intestine.
If these were simply hamartia! alterations of the regular blood supply of
these portions of the intestinal tract~ entrapping constituents such as fat,
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lymph nodes, and nerves, in viev1 of their large· size, it would have been
impossible to remove them without sacrificing significant portions of the
vascular supply of related intestine. ~1hether· of hamartia! origin or not,
these tumors lay off the regular vascular route. Pachter, 1962) reported
a comparable lesion in the mediastinum, a site in which lesions of this type
are as rare as1 in the mesentery. Within the trunk, benign mesenchymomas in
children are commonest about the kidney.
I have seen a comparable lesion in a Chinese female, now 44 years. old,
whose history dates back 17 years, beginning with passage of bloody milky
fluid per rectum. This she has done intermittently since. At laparotomy,
two years ago, the lesion extended from the diaphragm to the pelvis retroperitoneally; it had a nodular angiomatous appearance. It was far too
extensive to be removed. Biopsy showed a series of small endothelial, lined
vascular channels and a preponderance of smooth muscle in the portion selected
for study. At present she has a chy!osanguineous ascites.

)

Embryological changes furnish a possible explanation for the relatively
frequent. occurrence of benign mesenchymomas with a predominant angiomatous
component in the perirenal, reffoperitoneal and mesenteric regions. In
the process of establishment of the inferior vena cava and portal vein
systems, a series of radical changes occur. For simplicity, brevity, and.
emphasis, they are catalogued as follows:
A. Posterior· cardinal veins - develop with the mesonephros during the
third week.

B. Subcardinal veins - develop with mesonephros, gradually replace
portions of posterior cardinal veins and anastomose across the midline during
the fourth and fifth weeks.

c. Supracardinal veins . , develop as drainage of dorsal body wall and
connect with subcardinal veins during sixth and seventh weeks.
By the eighth week, the definitive venous system is fairly well established.
The portal venous system takes form during the same period from the omphalomesenteric veins, at no time having a direct connection with the abdominal
part of the cardinal venous system. This may account for the apparent
absence of connections of significant size with the portal venous system in
this patient or those reported by Hyde, et al, and Hellstrom, et al.
References:
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A Caucasian male, 34 years, old, had a pedunculated papillary lesion of
the left popliteal region present for many years. It increased slowly in
size and shallow ulceration of the skin surface commenced about two weeks
before admission. He was othen~ise healthy. The lesion was removed by
local excision, and complete healing of the surgical site occurred in one
month. About one month later, the patient. told the office nurse there had
been a remarkable improvement in his sex life.
Grossly the specimen was a polypoid mass~ 5 em. high, 3 x 2 .. 5 em. in
transverse diameters, attached to an ovoid plaque of skin. At the tip of the
mass, there was a superficially ulcerated area, 1.5 em. in diameter. The
cut surfaces ranged from golden yello'V7 to ochre brown.

)

Microscopic examination: The lesion, lodged in the stroma of the
papillary mass,, consists of numerous vascular channels ranging from atypical
venous forms through smaller venules, and sinusoidal structures to a rich
irregular capillary network., Rarely a few small arteries, are seen. Superficially, there are distended lymph vessels filled with vacuolated macrophages.
Between the vascular channels,, lined by endothelium of mature appearance,
there are numerous histiocytes, many richly vacuolated and filled with
material in the form of globules staining with Oil Red o. Examination of
frozen sections with crossed polaroid disks shows very numerous anisotropic,
bundles of needles within many of the globules. Zones of fibrosis and foci
of hemosiderosis are present in many areas between the vascular channels. A
reticulin preparation shows abundant reticulin formation both around smaller
vascular channels and as an irregular network in fibrocellular areas.
Acanthosis, spongiosis,, superficial ulceration and acute and chronic inflam,mation of the overlying thin portion of skin are also present.
Primarily an angioma, this lesion is noteworthy for its size and the
abundance of lipid-bearing histiocytes. Some of the configurations suggest
possible arteriovenous shunts. In this instance, the long-standing debate as
to whether a lesion should be labele·d histiocytoma or sclerosing angioma
would be influenced toward angioma, so prominent feature ~s the~culature.
Clinically, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans should be considered. As so, well
summarized by Taylor and Helwig, 1962, the absence of cartwheel arrangement
of tumor cells, the presence of aggregates of foam cells and hemosiderin as
well as the prominent vascular component eliminate dermatofibrosarcoma
protuberans from further consideration. Xanthoma tuberosum is excluded by
the solitary character of the lesion and the angiomatous component., The
lymphatics,, probably blocked by the bulk of the tumor, and filled with fatladen histiocytes, are an uncommon finding. The lipid material abundant, and
in part at least not ordinary fat, may be derived from blood, the escape of
which from the vascular channels is testified to by the foci of hemosiderosis;
may in some way be: related to the lipid metabolic activity of skin with lipid
and waxes of epidermis in mind; or may be a product of either local or
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systemic abnormality of lipid metabolism. Dr. Herbert Lund~ in response to
a query by Dr. Bullock, goes along with the idea of sclerosing hemangioma,
but adds, "My own idea, however, is that they are sclerosing hematomas ••••••
that the vascular changes in it, are actually part of an organizing, hematoma
••• ~ •• As to the improvement in the patient's libido after removal, perhaps
the blood that was used in the cavernous spaces in this tumor is used
elsewhere. 11 Dr. Lund also remarks that he has seen occasional pedunculated
histiocytomas, recalling one of the dorsum of the foot that was mushroomshaped.
In my opinion, this lesion is a sclerosing hemangioma.
References:
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A Caucasian male, age: 60, was subjected to an abdominoperineal resection
for an illness which began about one-half year previously· with diarrhea and
mucus-rich stools. About four months before,, routine examination of
hemorrhoidal and fissural tissue removed as initial treatment disclosed a
lesion diagnosed "probable lymphosarcoma." Sigmoidoscopic and x•ray studies
showed multiple polypoid lesions, and biopsy of several of these revealed the
presence of lymphosarcoma. At operation neither serosal nor lymph node
involvement was seen. In August 1962, 1~ years later, a mass considered to
be a chalazion was removed from the right upper eyelid. It was lymphosarcoma,
so diagnosed before knowledge it was from the same patient. A complete
physical examination thereafter revealed no enlarged nodes, no palpable liver
or spleen, and no subcutaneous nodules.
The resected sigmoid colon and rectum, in two portions, sho~·7ed
numerous polyps and polypoid mucosal projections, 1 to 3.4 em., in diameter.
No lymph nodes were described.
Microscopic examination sho'WS a large pedunculated polyp, representative:
of the lesions present. The mucosa andsubmucosa show massive. proliferation
of cells closely crowded to form an unencapsulated mass1 which. infiltrates
peripherally. The cells are1 predominantly one to two times the. size of a
red blood cell with moderate variation in nuclear shape; the nuclei become
less dense and lighter staining as the cells increase in size. Mitoses are
numerous. A vasculoreticular frametvork lies obscured by the densely crowded
small cells. No follicular configurations are seen, and a special reticulin
preparation confirms further tm absence of follicular formations and brings
out the coarse, sparse, irregular pattern of the supporting tissue. There. is
ulceration of the free surface and. for a depth of 1 - 2 mm. beneath this
interspersed, eosinophiles, plasma cells,and foci of scant fibrosis are seen.
As a result of surgical intervention for anal disease followed by gross
and microscopic examination of the tissue removed - emphasizing, if this be
needed, the value of such examinations - the presence of "probable lymphosarcoma" was established. Subsequent studies, continued symptoms and further
biopsies confirmed, the presence of multiple lymphomatous polyps. Presumably,
blood studies showed no changes. suggestive of leukemia. Resection. and
examination of the rectosigmoid showed many lymphomatous polyps. Through
August the only evidence of disease elsewhere was the appearance of a mass in
the upper right eyelid - also lymphosarcoma. Histologically, this lesion is
a lymphosarcoma or malignant lymphoma composed of cells ranging in appearance
between lymphocytes and lymphoblasts. The limitation of the presence of
eosinophiles and plasma cells to the region subjacent to the free ulcerated
surface and the absence of Reed-sternberg cells exclude Hodgkin's disease.
Comes, 1961, reviewed the subject of multiple lymphomatous polyposis
of the gastrointestinal tract, on the basis of five personal and 22' recorded
cases. Males predominated 2:1, and most were 40 - 60 years old. None had
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leukemia, and a majority showed no evidence of disease elsewhere. Thirteen of
27 had involvement of the entire gastrointestinal tract; only two were limited
to the large bo~·ml. The histologic types included nine lymphosarcoma, the
commonest form. Five were still living from 16 to 39 months later. The
longest known survival was 48 months. Surgical resection and x-ray therapy
were beneficial. Reports on the efficacy of chemotherapy are awaited.
Cornea,, together with Jones, 1962, extended his interest in this type of
lesion to the presence of leukemic lesions of the gastrointestinal tract.
They studied 264 leukemic patients who were autopsied. One in seven showed
gastrointestinal lesions ranging from plaques~ diffuse thickenings, and nodules
to polyps. True polypoid masses as the main type were found in one case only.
Gastrointestinal lesions may be of considerable clinical importance. Thirty
six of their patients showed massive gastrointestinal hemorrhage considered
to be the cause of death in 20.

)

Although it is almost certain this patient has lesions elsewhere, it is
about equally certain that resection of the rectosigmoid was a major if not the
sole £'actor in contributing more than 1~ years of comfortable active existence
to the patient. My diagnosis is partially differentiated lymphocytic lymphosarcoma, multiple polypoid.
References:
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The patient, a C'aucasian female~ 34 years old, suffered dysmenorrhea and
occasional rectal bleeding for several years. She was treated. with Enovid
for endometriosis and developed bowel obstruction during the third month of
therapy. One year later, a large rectosigmoid mass was removed; also uterus,
tubes, and ovaries. Numerous warty gray-white seedings were present in the
pelvic peritone~ Post-operative recovery was uncomplicated. The patient
has remained well and free of symptoms ..
A large irregular mass~ 8 x 6 x 6 em., involved a segment of colon. It
was annular, infiltrated the wall and occluded the lumen. The mucosa was
stretched over it, intact except for several small, punctate, superficial
ulcerations. Surfaces of the mass, made. by section, were finely granular and
gray-white. Several smaller polypoid satellite masses, up to 3 x 3 x 1.5 ~,
were present.

)

Sections show multiple foci of endometrium with marked decidual change.
Submucosa, muscularis, and adventitia are invaded, as well as lymph nodes.
The decidual cells contain PAS-positive granules, which disappear on preliminary enzyme treatment. The Alcian Blue-PAS, stain serves to· bring out well a
small subcapsular group of decidual cells in a lymph node. The muscular layer
of the colon shows marked hypertrophy.
In 1958, Kistner introduced the use of progestins to treat endometriosis.
He based this on clinical and morphological observations of the beneficial
effects of pregnancy on endometriosis. Others have followed up, among whom
may be mentioned, Riva, Wilson, and Kawasaki, 1961. They treated 123 patients
who had clinical. and culdoscopic findings of endometriosis for an average of'
six, months with, an average dose of 50 mg. per day of norethynodrel. Four•
fifths of the patients or· 98. showed complete regression of the disease
clinically and of the lesions by culdoscopy. Seventeen of these patients had
bowel lesions, but no mention is made of the results in this location. In
this patient appa~ent failure of regression of the, rectosigmoid lesion and
persistence of obstruction necessitated surgical resection. At present there.
is much conflict of opinion regarding the efficacy of this form of treatment
of endometriosis. Opponents. claim that some, if not all of the foci of
endometriosis, not only recur in three months or so but are worse than before~

j

This case has been presented not only for its intrinsic interest but also
because of its bearing on the casES involved, case 4119 and case 4i23. Attention
is drawn to the invasive behavior or ectopic endometrium and to the PASpositive granules in the decidual cells. McKay, Hertig, Bardawil, and Velardo,
1956, studied normal and abnormal endometrium and the endometrium of early
pregnancy histochemically. Glycogen granules, PAS-positive but not staining
after preliminary enzyme treatments, increase from a trace in the early
proliferative phase to abundant in the late progestational phase in the gland
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cells and in the secretion. Late in the progestational phase, glycogen
granules also appear in stromal cells. In early pregnancy glycogen granules
are abundant not only in gland cells and secretions but also in the decidua.
The lesion present is endometriosis of rectosigmoid, the site of
iatrogenic deciduosis.
References:
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A Negro female, age 24, was delivered of her seventh child by cesarean
section.. Hysterectomy ~1as done because of impending rupture of the lower
uterine segment. Three years ago vaginal smears with atypical cells, cervical
biopsy, and a cold cervical cone established the presence of carcinoma in
situ of the cervix. All subsequent smeatshave been negative.
The surgical specimen included the uterus, the placenta, and a diskshaped mass having the gross appearance of a piece of placenta., The uterus
and placenta, the fo~er showing expected changes of pregnancy, were otherwise
not remarkable. There were no changes to indicate grossly the site of
attachment of the separate mass. Microscopic study of the uterus showed no
residual carcinoma in situ. The disk-shaped mass, rounded on one side and
flat on the other, weighed 55 grams and measured 8 x 5 x 2.5 em. It cut with
slight resistance, and surfaces made by section were mottled gray and tan.

)

Microscopic examination of multiple sections of the disk-shaped mass
show abnormal tissue having in superficial portions, well formed decidua and
distorted glands of endometrial and endocervical structure. The main component, showing occasional intermingled nests-of decidua, is nonlobulated,
formed of bizarre stellate, fusiform and irregular strap cells. The cells
are medium to large~ mainly with abundant acidophilic cytoplasm tV'hich is
granular, fibrillar, or occasionally coarsely vacuolated. The nuclei vary
greatly in size and shape but slightly in depth of staining and intemal
structure. Rarely giant nuclei are seen. Many of the nuclei are wrinkled.
or folded. Mitoses are very rare. Small vascular channels are moderately
numerous, and some are devoid of visible endothelial lining. Alcian BluePAS stains with and without preliminary enzyme treatment show enzyme susceptible PAS-positive granules in abundance in decidual and gland cells and
sparsely in the tumor cells.. A reticulin stain shows no networlc of reticulin
fibers around. the decidual cells where they are usually present,, leaving in
doubt the significance of their absence in the tumor cells. The structure
of the abnormal tissue has, no features consistent w:f.th a diagnosis of
cervical carcinoma, even a markedly altered one. Similarly, placental
derivation is excluded by the morphological features. There remains for
consideration either atypical stromal hyperplasia or an endometrial stromal
sarcoma modified by pregnancy. The· nuclei of the abnormal cells differ
somewhat from those of the adjoining decidua, and the arrangement of the
tumor cells in a fine to coarse syncytium is unlike the discrete arrangement
of decidua.
The diagnosis of endometrial stromal sarcoma is beset ~1ith difficulties,
and a number of recent reviews based on meticulous· study coupled with adequate
clinical observations, have permitted the separation of atypical hyperplasia
from sarcoma. Symmonds, Dockerty, and Pratt, 1957, listed as: diagnostic
criteria for· endometrial stromal sarcoma (1) increased cellularity, (2) many
mitoses,, (3) giant cells and (4) p·l eomorphism. Allowing for modification by
pregnancy and recent delivery, only numerous mitoses are lacking in this case,
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but the other changes are only slight to moderate. For the mass to have
become detached as readily as it apparently did, its pedicle must have been
rather tenuous.. Stromal hyperplasia, according to these authors, usually
involves the endometrium diffusely. Stromal sarcomas may be polypoid, and a
lesion of the type which may approximate the appearance of this case, is
illustrated by Hertig and Gore. This lesion is borderline. Although it
possesses three of the four features considered diagnostic by Symmonds,. et al,
it possesses them to a slight degree only. The presence of scattered decidual
cells well within the interior suggests a stroma still responsive to
hormonal influence. For these reasons, plus, so far as I know, the absence
of any such tissue invading the wall of the uterus,. I believe this is an
endometrial stromal polyp the seat of atypical hyperplasia and changes due to
pregnancy.
References:
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The patientJ a Caucasian female, 44 years old, was admitted for removal
of uterus, tubes, and ovaries because of prolonged heavy flow ever since the
menarche. She had never had a regular cycle, nor had she ever been pregnant.
On physical examination, the uterus was enlarged to the left of the midline.
There were no other abnormalities.
The uterus ~:eighed 131 grams and measured 11.8 x 5.2 x 4.4 em. The
serous surface showed thickenings and nodules up to 6 I'lliil9 in diameter. The
cervix was normal. The1 endometrium was a thin layer about 1 mm. thick. There
was a mass in the fundus, seen on section, 2 em. in diameter, which was pinktan and bulged. The entire myometrium ~~as speckled ~dth innumerable slightly
raised, gray•white areas, 2 - 6 mm. in diameter. Both ovaries showed endometriosis. Seven months after operation, the patient was without evidence of
disease.
Microscopic examination: The lesion consists of multiple masses of'
abnormal cells occurring in the endometrium, the myometrium, and in islands.
of endometrium in the myometrium. Although not encapsulated, these masses
are distincly circumscribed. In the myometrium many of them are seen to
bulge broadly into vascular spaces interpreted as lymphatics. A well
preserved layer of endothelium excludes them from the lumen in many places,
but no endothelium can be seen over the bulging surfaces of some of the masses.
Along some borders the masses infiltrate the myometrium slightly; with special
stains more numerous scatte~ed cells are seen in the myometrium. The islands
show a progression from richly cellular to• richly fibrillar. '!he cells,
ill-defined, sl1ow numerous PAS positive granules in their cytoplasm, which
resist digestion. The nuclei vary moderately in shape but not in size,
internal structure or staining. Nucleoli are few and minute. No mitoses.
are seen. Occasional capillary· and slightly larger vessels with regular
endothelial lining are present. A reticulin stain shows an abundance of
reticulin fibers, as well as collagen tvhich is. present in increasing amounts
in the less cellular nodules and. isolates the cells in the form of densely
packed sinuous cords. Within a few of the nodules there are minute whorls of
cells, in general similar, but ~'lith more abundant cytoplasm having an almost
epithelioid appearance; these are associated with a sparse infiltrate of
lymphocytes and, less often, eosinophiles.
The geography of this lesion, multiple nodules in endometrium and.
myometrium, frequently bulging into lymph vessels in the myometrium, is
strikingly similar to a distinctive lesion known as stromal endometriosis,
endolymphatic stromal myosis, endometrial stromal sarcoma or hemangiopericytoma. In these sections the only other cells containing PAS positive
granules which resisted digestion were cells of the stroma of the endometrium.
The presence of an abundance of reticulin does not help determine the source
of the cells, since both the stroma of the endometrium and the myometrium are
rich in reticulin. The presence of and the association with intramural
endometriosis may be coincidental or not. The geography of the lesion and
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the PAS positive granulesJ in my opinionJ warrant the conclusion that the
nodules are of endometrial stromal origin.
Regarding, the matter of stromal endometriosis versus endometrial stromal
sarcoma or hemangiopericytoma, there are partisan, and non-partisan exponents.
Briefly, Wheelock and Strand, 1953, in a polemic climaxing in a sentence with
eleven modifying clauses, believe all are endometrial stromal sarcomas.
Pedowitz, Felmus, and Grayzel, 195!~ and 1955,, espose the mel'its of hemantiopericytoma,, oblivious to the fact that reticulogenic stromal hyperplasia or
neoplasia, supplied with capillaries, would perforce show such cells arranged
around. the capillary ,.,-alls. In the present lesion, there is no resemblance
whatever to the features so clearly described and pictured by Stout in several
papers on the subject. Hunter, 1953 and earlier, and Stearns, 1958, have
delineated clearly distinctive characteristics, clinical and pathological~ of
stromal endometriosis.
Among the non-partisans, Symmonds~ Dockerty, and Pratt, 1958, bring into
sharper focus the components of the problem, and distinguish on clinical and
morphological grounds between endometrial stromal sarcoma and stromal
endometriosis. They, and more recently Hertig and Gore, 1960, point out that
sarcomas are usually broad•based polyps, grossly white and fleshy; whereas
stromal endometriosis permeates the myometrium, its lymphatics, and external
vessels with firm, rubbery, yellow masses. The sarcomas show pleomorphism,
giant cells, hyperchromatism and numerous mitoses; stromal endometriosis does
not.
Both Dr. Hertig and Dr. Hunter have reviewed this case., Hertig believes
it is a form. of solid angioma, adopting a term proposed by Hellweg. In 1959',
Hellweg described a single minute focus in each of four of 2,000 uteri
reviewed., They were seen in patients ranging from 42 to 50 years of age,
always in association with fibromyomas. She considers and discards such
interpretations as epithelial origin - the cells are not epithelial-looking;
glomus - the cells do not resemble glomus cells; neurofibroma - again there
is insufficient resemblance; and paraganglioma, discarded for the same reason.
Because of the presence of occasional lumina with blood cells and occasional
elastic fibers, she favors origin from capillaries; however, since most of the
cords are solid, she suggests the term solid angioma. She discusses and does
not exclude the possibility of hemangiopericytoma. Hunter, considering
strongly the possibility of stroma endometriosis1, tends to favor hemangioendothelioma because he· did not observe blood vessels in the more cellular
masses. Borghard-Erdle and Hirsch, 1958, reported an identical lesion
consisting of a solitary 3 - 4 mm. nodule in the myometrium of a female,
49 years old. Several fibromyomas were also present. Although their· illustrations sho~7 relationship to capillaries as a rare phenomenon, these authors
concluded this was a glomus tumor closely related to hemangiopericytoma.
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The eminence of the consultants notwithstanding, I believe this is a
variant of stromal endometriosis for the following reasons: (1) Its
distribution is the same; (2) its cells most nearly resemble atypical stromal
cells; (3) no clearly evident vascular channels are formed, merely cell cords
formed as a result of compression by the stroma which they produce. My
diagnosis is stromal endometriosis, sclerosing.
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This Caucasian boy was well until five years of age when he developed,
stomach•aches, headaches and refused food. There was a mass in the right
upper abdomen. Laparotomy disclosed a large tumor in the right lobe of the
liver ~-1hich lrnB biopsied. He was given 5-fluorouracil. The. mass shrank and
his appetite improved for several months; he then worsened. Roentgen therapy,
1643 rads, had no appreciable effect. About 1~ years after onset, x-ray
studies showed osteolytic lesions in the skull, vertebrae and right innominate
bone. He died about 16 months after the onset of illnes5.
At autopsy the liver ~1eighed 1,250 grams (expected weight, age 7 ,680).
A circumacribed firm gray-white tumor, 8 x 8 x 7 em., lay in the left lobe.
In the right lobe, a tumor, measuring, 6 x 5 x 5 em., showed an infiltrating
margin with direct extension through the diaphragm into the right lung,
replacing the lower lobe completely. ~ Metastases were observed in the upper
lobe of the right lung, in several bones, of the skull, several vertebrae, the
left clavicle, the sternum, the right: innominate bone,, and several mediastinal
para-aortic lymph nodes.

)

The tumor consists ~·of irregular lobules, some of which contain large
vascular channels suggestive of central veins. There are no portal canals..
The cells are most often solidly packed, at times exhibiting trabecular c~;rds
with intervening sinusoids. Transitional stages between narrow solid cor.~d,
with radially arranged cells to well•formed duct-like structures with empty
lumens occur frequently. In a number of such duct-like structures, the
cytoplasm of the cells is relatively scant compared to the neighboring, tumor
cells, more nearly solid, acidophilic and finely granular., The tumor cells,
most often polyhedral, are medium to large, with sharp borders, abundant
coarsely granular or vacuolar cytoplasm, pleomorphic hyperchromatic coarsely
vesiculo•granular nuclei and large nucleoli. Mitoses are numerous, many quite
bizarre. PAS•positive round bodies, small to large, unaffected by preliminary
enzyme treatment, are present in. some cells. Glycogen and bile are not. seen
in, sections available to me. Scattered through the tumor are numerous
monstrous cells with dense, granular acidophilic cytoplasm and dense coarsely
granular hyperchromatic overlapping multiple or multilobulated nuclei. Some
exhibit mitotic activity suggesting they are not the end stages of degenerating
cells.
Edmondson, 1958, presented a comprehensive discussion of liver tumors of
infants and children; more recent reviews such as, those of Alcalde, Traisman
and Baffes, 1962, and Hunerwadel, 1962,, add little to the subject. It is the
commonest carcinoma of infancy and childhood, is slightly more common in males
than in females, and usually occurs without cirrhosis. Hunerwadel believes,
i~ is commoner in America than in Europe.
Fajers, Falkmer, Frisell and.
Pehrsom, 1960, followed the course of events in a female infant who developed
jaundice at three weeks, showed giant cell hepatitis by· biopsy at 11 weeks,
made a partial recovery with persistent sU.ght jaundice, showed slight bile
stasis, slight portal fibrosis and normal paren~hymiJ.l cells at two years and
nine months. She died at age three years, seven months of pulmonary metastases
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of a ~rimary liver cell carcinoma su~erimposed on monolobular cirrhosis.
These authors believe the giant cell hepatitis was due to transplacental
infection 'Wi.th ..a virus of serum hepatitis and that carcinoma 1-1as due to the
cirrhosis. Roth and Duncan, 1955~ reported an almost identical case,
apparently the first ever described.
The tumors are solitary or multinodular, and about 1/3 metastasize,
usually relatively late, to lungs, long bones, brain, lymph nodes, pancreas,
spleen and skull, in that order of frequency. It is the consensus of those
who have studied and had experience with the treatment of this disease, that
surgery, probably in association with hypothermia, offers the best chance for
cure.
Embryological considerations bear on the problem of classification of
this lesion. That it is mainly liver cell carcinoma is obvious, with ·
occasional monstrous or giant liver cells such as comprise one foon of liver
cell carcinoma in adults. Question: ... Do the occasional ducts present justify
calling this a combined liver cell and bile duct carcinoma?' In the last
decade or so, genesis of the liver once considered more or less settled has
been blown wide open. The presentations of . Edmondson and of Popper and
Schaffner, 1957, serve as a basis for the remarks which fo·llow and contain
key references to original literature on the problem. The classical concept
of a primordium growing out from the entodenn of the foregut, giving rise to1
ducts and more distally to cell plates, is no longer accepted. The
primordium or bud was described as growing into a mass of mesoderm, the septum
transversum. The cells from the two sources exhibited what was termed intercrescent growth. Sinusoids developed from this mesenchyme and as the mass
enlarged it came into contact with omphalomesenteric veins tapping them, thus
establishing the connection with the portal system. The ~rincipal questions
concern themselves with mesodermal as well as entodermal origin of parenchymal
and duct cells and the precise source of parench}~al cells and ducts or
ductules of various orders.
In amphibia, the entire liver is at present considered to be of mesodermal
origin. In birds, such as the. chicke~and mammals, such as the guinea pig,
the parenchyma is of entodermal, origin. In man, some no~1 believe1 that
although a major portion of the liver parenchyma is derived from entoderm, a
small but definite portion of the parenchyma is of mesodermal origin.
Irregardless of this matter, it is now believed that following the original
outgrowth of primordium from the foregut into the septum transversum, a
separation occurs with the distal portion forming cells whose fate is
dete:rmined by organizers dependent upon the relationship of these cells. The
cells bordering on sinusoids become parenchymal cells; those bordering on
connective tissue containing larger vessels become ducts; and between these
ductules appear. Some believe that all intrahepatic ducts come from the
distal mass together with parenchymal cells, and that only extrahepatic
ducts, are derived from the proximal part of the primordium. Others believe
that liver cell cords with their contained canaliculi and ductules form from
the distal mass while the ducts in the portal canals which unite to form the
large bile ducts come from the proximal part of the primordium. These
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conce~ts, plus observations of regenerative phenomenon, form a basis for the
opinion that liver cells are capable of developing into either more liver cells
and duct cells while duct cells can form only duct cells. In this light, the
present lesion would be classified as a liver cell carctnoma.,

The early development of the liver involving intercrescent growth of
foregut primordium and septum transversum may serve to explain the great
frequency of tumors of connective tissue origin, about 40% according to
Hunerwadel, in a glandular organ. The bare area of the liver, that region in
which separation of the developing liver from that part of the septum
transversum which contributes to diaphragm is incomplete, serves also to
explain the ability of the tumor to grow through the diaphragm into the lungs ..,
For reasons stated above, I classify this tumor as a liver cell carcinoma.
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A Caucasian male, 41 years o,ld, was admitted because of pain and swelling
of the neck for three to five days,. During the past eight years he had been
treated medically and surgically for gastroduodenal ulcers; medically for
pancreatitis; and by dilatation for esophageal stricture following esophagitis
associated "t-7ith heavy alcohol intake. Rupture of the esophagus l'7ith
mediastinal abscess was diagnosed and treated by incision and drainage. During
the next 3~ weeks he experienced recurrent attacks of pain, hematemesis and
hypotension. An ~ttensive series of surgical ~rocedures was performed
including resection of the existing gastroenterostomy, replacement with a
duodenojejunostomy, establishment of a distal gastroenterostomy, a drainage
jejunostomy and a feeding jejunostomy. Peptic ulceration was noted in the
esophagus and at several of the anastomotic sites which were removed. He
developed wound infection, peritonitis, hypotension and electrolyte imbalance,
and despite intensive treatment, died 3~ weeks after the last series of
operations and 7 weeks after admission.
Autopsy disclosed an esophageal stricture, 2' em. above the cardia; the
various anastomoses which had been established. between stomach and portions of
small intestine with no evidence of ulceration at this time; thickened opaque
pe~itoneum, multiple adhesions and pus in the left subdiaphragmatic region
and the lesser peritoneal cavity. T'ne pancreas was small, gritty to the touch,
showed markedly dilated ducts, the main duct measuring 2 em. across and
containing two very large and many small concrements. The duodenum, opened,
showed a raised white tumor at the level of the ampulla, bulging up the mur.osa,
located immediately submucosal, about 1 em. in diameter. On section. it showed
one small area of hemorrhage, It was not associated with the pancreas.
Sections show what has been termed a. ribbon type of islet cell tumor. It
is composed of cords of radially oriented columna-pyramidal cells with granular
acidophilic cytoplasm and round or oval uniform nuclei. There are no mitoses,
no pleomorphism, and no other evidence of anaplasia. The tumor occurs in the
submucosa, but also' involves all other layers to some extent. It occurs in
lymphatics and is present in mesenteric nodes., The cells show no resemblance
to either acinic or ordinary islet cells. Staining by Gomori 1 s chrome alum
hematoxylin and phosphotungstic methods shol~ neither Beta nor Alpha cells.
Small ducts with minute lumens are visible, and many of the cords suggest a
pre-luminal stage of such ducts.
Putting aside the fruitless1 speculation that a primary tumor may have been
overlooked in the pancreas, we are dealing with a so~called islet cell tumor,
heterotopic in the duodenum, and with so-called metastases to adjoining lymph
nodes.
The association of islet cell tumors with hypoglycemia is well established;
a majority of these, properly stained, are composed of or contain Beta cells.
Islet cell tumors not associated with hypoglycemia were related to upper
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gastrointestinal ulceration by Zollinger and Ellison in 1955. Janowitz,, 1951,
and Forty, 1952 (cited by Zollinger and Ellison), and Str~m, 1952 (cited by
Frantz), had obse1.-ved. this relationship earlier.. Still earlier, 1950, Brown,
Neville and Hazard, reported on a patient with ulcer-like symptoms, gastric
hypersecretion and persistent diarrhea. A large islet cell adenoma causing
duodenal obstruction was removed, and all symptoms were relieved. There had
been no hypoglycemia. The tumor was composed of Alpha cells. Since then,
further studies have led to a broadened concept of relationships well stated
in such papers as those of Verner and Harrison, 1958, and Oberhelman,, et al,
in 1961. It is presently held that nonfunctional islet cell adenomas (those
without hypoglycemia) may occur alone or, as part of a polyglandular syndrome,
with adenomas involving one or more of the following: Anterior pituitary,
parathyroids and adrenal cortex. In addition to ulceration, there may be with
or without it a chronic diarrhea, so severe as to lead to hypokalemic acidosis
and death. The polyglandular form may be associated with Menetrier's disease.
The genetic aspects of the polyglandular form are well presented by Wermer
(cited by Frantz).
The ulceration, morphologically peptic, differs from ordinary peptic
ulceration in its distribution, oc;curring in the 2nd and 3rd parts of the
duodenum and the jejunum as well as in the usual sites; in the frequency of
recurrence and in the multiplicity of the, ulcers. Whether causal or concomitant, a high rate of gastric secretion is common, leading Oberhelman, et al,
to conclude that any patient who secretes more than 100 meq. of HCl/12 hours,
nocturnally should be suspected of harboring an islet cell adenoma. Such
hypersecretion disappears following tumor removal; and it has been produced
experimentally by Davis, et al, 1962, by injecting tumor extract into a dog
with Pavlov pouch. The occurrence of' chronic diarrhea at times sufficiently
severe to lead, to hypokalemic acidosis and death, is documented in papers by
MacKenzie, et al, 1958; Vemer and Morrison, 1958,; Charles and Cochrane, 1960;
Sieracki, et al, 1960; Edmeads, et al, 1962, and Davis, et al, 1962. The
mechanism of diarrhea production is unsettled. Its watery nature has led some
to suggest excessive production of gastrointestinal secretions as the cause;,
others consider improper fat digestion a factor. Bearing in mind the as yet
unexplained relationship, between the pancreas of cystic fibrosis and abnormal
glandular activity;, and the recent outburst of interest in diarrhea, with
marked loss of water, sodium, potassium, and chlorides in villous adenoma of
the colon (Wells, et al, 1962; Shamblin, et al, 1962; Davis, et al, 1962), the
possibility of abnormality of intestinal secretions as a cause of the diarrhea
is strengthened, The large potassium loss in the stools led Wells, et al, to
suggest hypokalemia was present even though serum levels were normal.. Still
another possible relationship, ~ith the parathyroids, can only be alluded to,
with provocative possibilities created by observations in association with
reports on hyperparathyroidism and pancreatitis (Turchi, et al, 1962).
Heterotopic pancreas is common, occurring, in 12.5 to 15% of persons,
autopsied according to Feldman and vleinberg (quoted by McCorriston, 1958) .,
Frantz, 1959, states that islet tissue is present in about 1/3 of heterotopic
pancreatic masses. The only somewhat comprehensive study of heterotopic islet
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ce 11 tumors , nonfunc tiona 1, is that by Oberhelman, e t al, 19 61. Accordingly,,
no statement can be made as to the relative frequency of heterotopic and
pancreatic nonfunctional is,let cell adenomas. Frantz states that nonfunctional
adenomas are probably commoner than functional ones. Oberhelman and associates
reported eight personal cases, two of which were associated with multiple
endocrine abno~alities and six of which were not; the latter all occurred in
the second part of the duodenum.

)

Amost every description of nonfunctional islet cell tumors includes a
statement, where appropriate special stains have been done, that Beta cells
cannot be identified; usually, Alpha cells also cannot be identified. Despite
this and the general dissimilarity in appearance between the cells of these
tumors and islet cells, and despite the common presence of duct formation, these
tumors continue to be known as, is let cell tumors. In the development of the
pancreas, islets arise from ducts. The most comprehensive study of human
material to date is that reported by Liu and Potter in November 1962, based on
the study of 130 human embryos and fetuses ranging from four weeks' gestation
to full term with appropriate histochemical techniques. Islands arise from
ducts, a primary set during the eight week reaching maturity during the fifth
month and for the most part degenerating thereafter; and a second set begi.nning
during the third mcnth of gestation and becoming the permanent islands. In the
islands of Langerhans of man, AlphaJ Beta and Delta cells are present. Liu and
Potter show that Alpha and Beta cells usually originate directly from ductal
cells and noted neither an inte~ediate stage nor transitions between the two.
Forms intermediate be~~een Delta cells and ductal cells were present in the
thin stalks connecting ducts and islands and. occasional Delta cells had a few
Alpha or Beta granules. This suggests Delta cells may be reserve or precursor
cells of either Alpha. or Beta types. It has long been known (Maximow and Bloom,
p. 425), that an e !aborate system of minute ducts arising, from larger ducts and
coursing in the periductal connective tissue is present~ This establishes,
connections with mucous glands in ducts,, with islets and occasionaHy with
acini. Such ducts are 12 to 27 microns. in diameter, ar.astomose, and are formed
of low cuboidal cells usually with homogeneous cytoplasm but occasionally
mucinous; mitoses may be present. In her monograph on tumors of the pancreas,
Frantz has illustrations of a number of such ducts. To me, it seems much more
reasonable to relate the origin of so-called nonfunctional islet cell adenomes
to this system of ducts than to the islets. This would account for their
failure to show· Alpha or Beta type granulation and the presence of ducts. If
additional observations can be made to support this partly speculative interpretation, a new and distinctive name should be sought; meanl~lile, the old
must suffice. In my opinion, this is an ulcerogenic islet cell tumor,
metastasizing.
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A Caucasian female, 42 years old, was admitted because of a swelling at
the angle of the left jaw present 1~ years without recent change or symptoms
other than a sense of fullness and some dizziness on fast motion of the neck.
!t was about the size of a small orange, regular, involved the carotid bulb,
and pressure on it caused some dizziness. During surgical removal it was
peeled away from the bifurcation of the common carotid artery and the proximal
portions of the internal and external carotid branches of the common carotid
artery.

The removed tumor· was, well demarcated with a thin capsule. It weighed
16.5 grams and measured 5 x 3 x 2.5• em. The exterior ranged from tan-white
with prominent vascular markings to' reddish-brown. The surfaces made by
section bulged slightly, were tan-white with punctate pits scattered throughout and a few small areas of hemorrhage,, showed no septa and were moderately
firm and spongy. Post-operative recovery was uneventful and as of July 1962J
approximately seven months later, there was no evidence of recurrence.
Microscopic examination show·s lobules of tumor set off by vascular septa.
The tumor cells are closely packed, poorly to well defined,, markedly varied in
size and shape. Cytoplasm is abundant, granular or vacuolar and commonly pale
acidophilic. Nuclei show a granular pattern with sharp basement membranes~
There are1 giant single and multiple often distorted nuclei. There are
occasional large nucleoli or acidophilic inclusions. A few mitoses are present.
Scattered through the tumor are conspicuous,although few,cells with dark
basophilic cytoplasm and either dense deeply hyperchromatic or pyknotic
nuclei.
This is obviously a chemodectoma, the name devised by MUlligan in 1950,
Qnd discussion concerns the recent studies of Costero; hyperplasia versus
benign tumor versus malignant tumor;, and physiological considerations.
Costero and co-workers (February 1961, March 1962, and October 1962), as
a result of histologic and tissue culture studies, have elaborated a structural

interpretation of the carotid body and the tumor. The common cell is the
pyriform, unipolar chief cell, processes of which terminate in proximity to
vascular channels. Direct argentaffin cells, uinduced" argentaffin cells (by
a modified del Rio Hortega method), perilobular cells (probably macrophages)
are additional special types. Nerve fibers with synaptic complexes are also
seen.
Although Costero believed he was first to demonstrate argentaffin ce:Us
in carotid body tumors, mention must be made of argyrophilic cells described
by Hamper! and Lattes, 1957, in carotid, jugular, vagal and aortic chemodectoma
using a modified Bodian technique which demonstrates regular argentaffin cells
in the gastrointestinal tract. Apparently, a special protargol made by Bayer
in. Germany is needE.'<i, but as LeCompte, states in discussing case Nb. 9 of the
ASCP seminar in 1959. "I. suppose some of us who have done Bodian stains before
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have old protargol lying around whicl1 may be suitable."
The matter of benignity, malignancy, and treatment have received considerable attention recently. Trites, 1961; Beznyak, and Markos, 1961; Nelson,
1962, and Mirov~ 1962, all have reported on benign and malignant tumors and
discussed treatment. Malignancy cannot be determined from histology alone,
a gro,-ting experience has shown, which probably accounts for the statement by
Taylor that. a series reviewed recently at the Mayo Clinic showed definite
evidence of malignant change in 50%. Tumors with regional and distant
metastasis comprise about 3 - 4% according to Beznyak and ~mrkos. Despite
this, progress is slow and metastases, if they are such, do not seem to kill.
Cerebral damage is frequent and serious. and/or fatal following removal of the
related carotid arterial, complex together with the tumor, '·1herefor dissection
and if necessary conservative resection are in general strongly recommended.
Overholt's June 1962 paper on carotid body resection for asthma, and
Lange's January 1962 paper on carotid body enlargement in hypertension will
undoubtedly spur interest in the carotid body and lead to the need, on your
part, to familiarize yourself with regular and variant structure of carotid
bodies.
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A Caucasian female, 32 years ol~ was admitted for removal of a mass in
the, lowet" lobe of the left lung which had remained unchanged in size since its
discovery during a "rninifilm" survey three years before. During the interim
she developed and was successfully treated for a duodenal ulcer. Three months
before admission she l'l'as extensively examined because of prolonged lower
respiratory tract infection, with negative results. Present admission findings
included a urinalysis showing a trace of albumin, 25 - 30 white blood cells per
high power field and 1 -· 3 red blood cells per high power field. Via thoracotomy under general anesthesia, the surgeon removed an ovoid mass from the
posterior segment of the, lower lobe of the left. lung readily and! completely.
The tumor received, and partially used at once for frozen section,, was
ovoid, apparently encapsulated and measured 3.5 x 2.9 x 2.5 em. The external
and cut surfaces were light tan with multiple foci of hemorrhage. The tissue
was fleshy, soft and friable.
To date the patient has shown no recurrence or evidence of metastasis.
It is a richly cellular tumor, irregularly but definitely lobulated and
circumscribed from lung tissue, wherever this is included, by a thin fibrous
layer, except in one area showing a small bronchus near which, tumor is seen~
Hemorrhage is common and widespread out focal. The tumor cells are markedly
varied in shape, ranging, mainly between polygonal, oval, and fusiform. Many
cells have a pale, coarsely vacuolated cytoplasm, but in the best preserved
portions it is pale, eosinophilic and granular. The nuclei vary greatly in
shape) much less in size, and except for occasional large forms, are isochromatic. Their internal pattern, which is surprisingly uniform, is a
combination of granular and slightly reticular. There are rare cells with
darker, slightly basophilic cytoplasm. In reticulin preparations, reticulin
fibers are present in the• fibrovascular septa only., A Gomori preparation for
hemosiderin shows positively reacting granules in a number of areas, some of
them lying definitely within tumor cells. Certain areas show bands of cells
of wavy contour with wider edematous septa, an appearance reminiscent of a
carcinoid pattern. One area, that including parabronchial involvement, shows
small veins distended with tumor. Some of these show a lumen of reduced size
fo~ed by tumor with no clotting of the contained blood.
Is this metastatic tumor? Neither clinical history, physical findings,,
nor the unchanging size of the lesion over a period of three years lend
support. White and red blood cells in the urine with a trace of albumin
suggest infection rather than tumor. Nathan, et al,, 1962, studying x-ray
changes in 177 malignant and 41 benign pulmonary nodules. found the diameter
doubled in 173 of 176 malignant cases in 280 days or less. Almost all cases
with a, larger doubling time, were benign~, A very rapid doubling time of less
than 37 days was associated with inflammatory nodules only. In this patient
there has been no detectable change in size over a period of three years.
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That it is bronchiogenic is, suggested by proximity to small bronchi or
bronchioles. No increase in size for three years strongly suggests benignity 2
but the growth into vessel lumina in one area, possibly all tributary to the
same vein, certainly suggests malignancy. Putting these conflicting features
together, with the 'histology in mind,, aggressive adenoma rather than
carcinoma seems more likely. The presence of what has the histological
appearance of unclotted blood in a channel lined by tumor suggests slow
development. l·Jeisel, et al, 1961, found 10 of 42 bronchial adenomas peripherally
located.
Mesothelioma is suggested only to l;le discarded on the basis of gross and
microscopic absence of pleural relationship and absence of microscopic features
consistent with mesothelioma.
Certain mircroscopic features suggest to me the possibility of still
another lesion. In 1960, Korn, Bensch,, Liebow and Castleman, described the
occurrence of multiple minute pulmonary tumors which they called chemodectomalike. Their patients, 19, included 14 females &~d 5 males. The tumors were
invariably related to small pulmonary veina. They were most often peripheral
or subpleural and usually of the type described by LeComte as angiomatoid; more
rarely they were of his so-called "usual 11 pattern. Heppleston, 1958, described
a carotid body like tumor in the subpleural portion of the lung of a 47 year
old male. Korn, et al, referred to one of two lesions described by McCormack
and Gallivan, 1954, termed by them hemangiopericytoma as a possible carotid
body like tumor. To these I would add case #4 described by Felton, et al,
in 1953.
Convincing physiological evidence for the existence of chemo-receptors
in the lungs is cited by Kern, et al. Pulmonary depressor reflexes result from
the introduction of certain substances, e.g., amidines, guanidines and 5 HT into
the pulmonary artery leading to bradycardia and hypotension. Pulmonary
respiratory reflexes resulting; in apnea occur when certain amidine derivatives,
antihistamines,, and veratridine are introduced. Both sets of reflexes are
vagus-mediated.
Some areas of the present lesion are reminiscent of the carcinoid pattern
The lobulation and cell types are to
me even more suggestive of the ttusual 11 and angiomatoid patterns of chemodectoma.
The cells are not unlike chemodectoma cells, the reticulin pattern is identical,
the t>resence of hemosiderin in chemodectomas has1 been observed by Korn, et al
and LeConte, and is readily observed in this case.. The virtual absence of
mitoses in quickly fixed tissue is also like chemodectoma. A section prepared
by Schmorl' s method for argentaffine cell (also melanin, pseudo-melanin and
hemofuscin granules) shows a number of. cells with positively reacting granules
in zones definitely away· from zones of hemorrhage. The occurrence of tumor in
veins becomes all the more understandable in view of the feature emphasized by
Kom, et al, namely the presence of the chemodectoma-like tumors they describe
in the walls of veins.
of bronchial adenoma, but most are not.
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